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ABSTRACT
Cultural Heritage (CH) institutions, such as museums, have recently embraced computing
techniques to digitise CH materials (artefacts, paintings, books etc) and to make accessible
those digital representations through their online portals to millions of museum visitors (onsite
and remote). This mass availability of digitised materials, however, can lead to information
overload. Therefore, ordinary CH online users can find it challenging to access these materials,
because they usually have no domain knowledge and also lack the experience of which precise
keyword terms to use to search and discover new information.
As an attempt to mitigate the issues explained above, recommender systems and visual search
interfaces have been used by millions of users to discover new and relevant to the users’
interests CH materials. A CH recommender system is a system that uses knowledge — content
and social — representations assembled from various domain knowledge sources, to generate
personalised recommendations of CH materials. Social knowledge representations provide
better recommendation quality than content knowledge representations when they have
substantial social knowledge such as user-interactions and social tagging in the representation,
but they suffer when available information is insufficient (cold start problem and sparsity of
social knowledge).
Different approaches have been deployed to address these challenges, for example a hybrid
approach that incorporated content directly into a social knowledge representation to provide
a recommendation. But this hybrid approach only works well on domains for which specific
content knowledge exists which can directly describe an item and is always available and
meaningful. The CH domain does not have such rich specific knowledge that can directly
describe the content of CH materials, thus limiting the ability to incorporate content directly
into the social knowledge representation for CH recommendations.
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To address these challenges, this Thesis starts with examining the strengths and weaknesses of
content and social knowledge representations in the context of CH recommendations and how
these knowledge representations can complement each other to improve the recommendations
of CH materials. The identified knowledge gap is bridged through a new hybrid representation
approach by integrating the content and social knowledge representations. The effect of
knowledge integration is to increase the instances of quality recommendations and improved
discovery, and to provide opportunities to users to discover unexpected and liked
recommendations of CH materials.
The new integrated and social knowledge representations are used to further develop a dynamic
hybrid CH recommender system. The dynamic hybrid system combines the learned integrated
knowledge for each CH object with CH object’s social knowledge, and assigns the weights to
both integrated and social knowledge representations to control the contributions of each
knowledge so that each representation could contribute based on the current user and search
status.
A new visual search interface is also described in this thesis, developed as a part of the research
work. The search interface enables visual search and exploration across large CH collections
by providing an interactive visual summary of the recommended CH items, addressing the
challenge of the lack of domain knowledge by online users. User satisfaction evaluation was
conducted to measure the user satisfaction level for using a visual search interface for search
and exploration of information from the vast collection when compared to the non-visual search
interface. The evaluation showed that a user with no domain knowledge prefers using a visual
search interface than one with no visual summary presentation, but the result also shows that
there is no significant difference for users that have domain knowledge.
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The challenges of evaluating CH recommendations are also addressed in the Thesis. The
feedback provided by the users, both implicit and explicit, is exploited to measure and reflect
the performance of the cultural heritage recommendation methods used. A user study to
evaluate both the ground truth measures and integrated knowledge representations is
conducted. Throughout the user study, the results obtained show that the hybrid representation
produced a better quality recommendation of CH materials when compared with content and
social knowledge representations. The social representation does not provide a better highlevel recommendation quality compared to the hybrid representation, but it does outperform
the hybrid representation in recommending novel CH materials.
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Chapter One: Introduction
This chapter discusses the motivation and research problem, research questions and objectives,
research contributions, publications arising from work, and the thesis outline.
The chapter starts by highlighting the significance of Cultural Heritage (CH) to people’s
cultural and social values, then discusses the challenges that online CH users face as a result of
information overload when exploring large collections of digital CH materials for new
discoveries. The challenges of information overload differ depending on the knowledge
representation and the user search interface presented. This chapter discusses background
information on content and social knowledge representations assembled from different
available domain knowledge sources. It also discusses the Visual Search Interfaces (VSIs) that
enable the exploration of CH materials from large collections to address the challenges of CH
recommendations, such as cold-start problems. Finally, the chapter presents the publications
arising from the research and discusses the research contributions.

1.1 Motivation and research problem
The concept of CH provides people with a certain level of connection to their social values,
beliefs, customs, and religions. It also provides a sense of belonging and unity within the
community by providing a better understanding of their ancestors and history. In the past two
decades, the mode in which CH information is accessed has experienced a tremendous change,
from the era of physical materials to the current era of online access. Many factors have
contributed to this remarkable achievement, including robust internet technologies and the
digitisation of CH materials (Petras et al., 2017). Thus, the exploration of the digital CH
materials contained in CH collections presents significant challenges to online users;
information about hundreds of millions of objects from CH collections is available online,
leading to information overload.
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The number of online CH users continues to grow, especially non-professionals, such as
tourists (Walsh et al., 2018). For instance, in the last quarter of 2017, over 85 million users left
a review on social media of Europeana,1 a popular online platform for researching digital CH
material (Petras et al., 2017). However, despite this rapid growth, online users, especially those
with no domain knowledge, find it difficult to explore digital CH collections and find CH
objects of interest. Locating these materials and the information about them typically involves
keyword searches; users enter search terms, and the results are presented via ranked lists of
relevant information. Keyword searches are efficient if users have reasonable domain
knowledge (Clough et al., 2017), but many users today generally access the internet, either for
research or leisure, without specific domain knowledge (Walsh et al., 2018). To address these
challenges, recommender systems (RSs) and VSIs have continued to become very popular
(Aggarwal, 2016; Holzer et al., 2018).
RSs are artificially intelligent systems that provide alternative ways of discovering new
information from a vast amount of data by providing personalised recommendations to the
target users (Aggarwal, 2016). A VSI is an interface for visually searching and exploring
information for new knowledge discoveries (Holzer et al., 2018). Despite the tremendous
success recorded by RSs in various domains, e.g. e-commerce and movies, new challenges,
such as the cold-start problem, out of context recommendations, and most similar objects
but bad recommendations, continue to evolve in the CH domain because of its diversity
(Amato et al., 2018). These challenges exist as a result of insufficient knowledge
representations assembled from the available domain knowledge sources.
Knowledge representation describes the information from the real world represented for a
computer to comprehend and then utilise to solve complex problems, such as personalised
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recommendations. CH recommendations rely on exploiting available knowledge that describes
each CH object. A strong knowledge representation may define the relationships between CH
objects and, thus, produce quality CH recommendations. Two core knowledge representations
used for CH recommendations are content knowledge representation, which describes the
content features of CH objects, and social knowledge representation, which describes CH
users’ interactions with CH objects.
Different recommendation techniques have been applied to knowledge representations to
produce CH recommendations. The techniques include content-based, collaborative filtering,
context-aware, knowledge-based, and hybrid approaches. Content-based techniques match
users’ content attributes with the objects’ content attributes to recommend items of interest to
the target users. Collaborative filtering uses social knowledge, such as users’ reviews and
ratings, without exogenous knowledge to recommend objects of interest to target users.
Context-aware and knowledge-based techniques make recommendations based on context
information and specific domain knowledge, respectively, while the hybrid approach combines
two or more recommendation techniques. These techniques have strengths and weaknesses,
depending on the source of knowledge available. For example, content-based techniques suffer
from the over-specialisation or serendipity problem, and collaborative filtering techniques
suffer from the cold-start problem. In most situations, a hybrid technique is used to address
these challenges.
Therefore, this thesis focuses on hybrid approaches that combine knowledge representations
assembled from available domain knowledge sources to address the challenges of the cold-start
problem, out of context recommendations, and most similar objects but bad recommendations.
The study’s key challenge is developing mechanisms to dynamically control the contribution
of each knowledge representation to reflect the anticipated CH recommendation performance.
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1.2 Research questions and objectives
1.2.1 Questions
The motivation and research problem for this work has highlighted the significance of
knowledge representations and VSIs for producing quality CH recommendations and enabling
CH users with no domain knowledge background to explore a large CH objects collection for
new information discovery. Therefore, the research questions are declared as follows:
I.

How can a hybrid approach integrating content knowledge representation and social
knowledge representation address the challenges of CH recommendations, such as the
cold-start problem, out of context recommendations, and similar objects but bad
recommendations?

II.

How can a VSI help CH users with no domain knowledge explore a large collection of
CH objects for new information discovery?

1.2.2 Objectives
To address the research questions, we define the research objectives as follows:
Objective I: Bridge the knowledge gap in the knowledge representations.
Bridging the knowledge gap requires integrating the content and social knowledge
representations assembled from the available domain knowledge sources. The integrated
knowledge representations should address the issues of the cold-start problem, out of
context recommendations, and bad recommendations.
Objective II: Develop a dynamic hybrid cultural heritage recommendation and
visual search interface.
The proposed approach should address the issues ascertained through literature review:
the cold-start problem, out of context recommendations, and bad recommendations. The
VSI should enable users with no domain knowledge to explore extensive CH collections
for new information discovery of CH materials.
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Objective III: Build a custom dataset for cultural heritage recommendations.
This requires exploiting any available domain knowledge sources, for example, online
museums and social networks, to build a custom dataset that can be used to assemble
content and social knowledge representations for CH recommendations.
1.3 Research contributions
In this section, the contributions made as a result of this study are presented as follows:
I.

The major contribution derived from this work is the integration of content and social
knowledge representations to bridge the knowledge gap and provide quality CH
recommendations. This contribution has been Accepted for publication in the IEEE
Access Journal.

II.

A dynamic hybrid approach, a further combination of integrated and social knowledge
representations, is another contribution derived from this work. This approach
addresses the issues of the cold-start problem, out of context recommendations, and
similar objects but bad recommendations.

III.

Another contribution derived from this work is the design and development of an
interface for the VIsual Search and Exploration (VISE) of CH collections to enable
users with little or no domain knowledge to quickly discover new CH materials from
extensive CH collections. This contribution has been published in the Association for
Computing Machinery’s (ACM) Journal Of Computing and Cultural Heritage (Usman
& Antonacopoulos, 2019).

IV.

The harvest of a custom CH dataset from the available domain knowledge sources is
another contribution derived from this work. The current available open datasets of CH
materials, for example, Europeana datasets, do not have all of the data required for
recommendation techniques to make CH recommendations.

5

1.4 Publications arising from the work
The publications that have been derived from this work include the following:
I.

Usman, M.A., & Antonacopoulos, A. (2019). VISE: An interface for visual search and
exploration of museum collections. Journal on Computing and Cultural Heritage
(JOCCH), 12(4), 25.

II.

Usman, M.A., & Antonacopoulos, A. (2021). Integrating content and social knowledge
representations to improve recommendations of cultural heritage materials [Submitted
for publication]. IEEE Access.

1.5 Thesis outline
In this chapter, the research background and motivation have been discussed, focusing on
online users’ challenges with searching and exploring large collections of CH materials for
new information discoveries. The research questions and objectives and the research
contributions were also discussed.
Chapter Two discusses the recent work on RSs, from general recommendations to CH
recommendations. Recent research on establishing knowledge representations through
knowledge discovery for recommendations is presented, and the research gap from this work
is identified. The literature on VSIs that enable search and exploration of CH materials and the
evaluation of RSs are also described and examined.
Chapter Three presents the proposed methodology and experimental set-up. This includes a
research process model, system design and development, and the evaluation of CH
recommendations.
Chapter Four describes the datasets used to demonstrate the study, both an existing public
dataset and a new, custom harvested dataset. The issues surrounding the domain knowledge
sources used to extract knowledge for harvesting the custom dataset used in this study are
discussed. Finally, the public dataset and the new harvested dataset are compared in terms of
their social knowledge richness.
6

Chapter Five covers the essence of integrating content and social knowledge representation,
assembled from the available domain sources, to bridge the knowledge gap within the
collection for CH recommendations.
Chapter Six discusses the hybrid approach to producing CH recommendations, combining
integrated and social knowledge representations. Finally, the chapter discusses the evaluation
of a hybrid approach.
Chapter Seven presents the design and development of VISE for CH material collection and
discusses its user satisfaction evaluation.
Chapter Eight discusses the user evaluation of the proposed system, and Chapter Nine presents
the thesis conclusions and future work.
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Chapter Two: Literature Review
2.1 Introduction
This chapter presents an overview and critical review of the ideas, techniques, and
contributions provided by researchers in the literature relevant to the study. The beginning of
the chapter discusses RSs in general and then focuses on the techniques involved, the
knowledge discovery process for knowledge representations, and which recommendation
techniques to exploit to produce recommendations.
The chapter later discusses CH recommendations from the context of metadata enrichment and
level of personalisation, covering three major CH information retrieval (IR) systems. The
importance of a VSI for online users to aid the discovery of new CH materials within large
information collections is also discussed. Finally, the chapter concludes by discussing the key
findings and way forward from the relevant reviewed literature.
2.2 Recommender systems
RSs use software tools and techniques to recommend items that are of interest and useful to a
target user (Aggarwal, 2016; Bobadilla et al., 2013; Ricci et al., 2011). The recommendations
relate to different decision-making procedures, such as what paintings to buy, what online
books to read, or which museums to visit in the summer. Many notable online platforms have
been using RSs to assist their users in selecting items from the vast amount (sometimes millions
or billions) of options. For example, Netflix, an online movie streaming platform, uses an RS
to suggest movies of interest to their users (Gomez-Uribe & Hunt, 2016). In recent years, RSs
have become very popular with service providers because they increase sales, user satisfaction,
and user fidelity, and they provide a better understanding of what the users want (Ricci et al.,
2011). The next section discusses the techniques used for providing recommendations.
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2.3 Recommendation techniques
Generally, there are six different approaches for recommendations (Ricci et al., 2011):
1. Content-based (Lops et al., 2011),
2. Collaborative filtering (Schafer et al., 2007),
3. Constraint-based (Felfernig et al., 2011),
4. Demographic (Al-Shamri, 2016),
5. Context-aware (Adomavicius & Tuzhilin, 2011), and
6. Hybrid (Burke, 2007b).
The limitations of each recommendation technique and the advantages of the hybrid approach
over other approaches are further discussed in this section.
2.3.1 Content-based
The content-based approach matches the attributes of object contents or item descriptions with
the user profile attributes to produce personalised recommendations (Pazzani & Billsus, 2007).
It recommends items similar to those a target user previously liked, based on an item’s content.
For example, ACR News filters news that is similar to the target user’s preferences based on
content attributes (Mobasher et al., 2000). Figure 2.1 shows the architecture of a content-based
RS.
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Figure 2.1: High-level architecture of a content-based recommender (Lops et al., 2011)
It can be noticed in Figure 2.1 that there are three important components (marked in red): a
content analyser, profile learner, and filtering component. The first component, the content
analyser, generates the important features extracted from various domain knowledge sources
to describe each item. The profile learner constructs a user profile from the assembled user
preferences data and data about items the user previously liked or disliked. The filtering
component generates a list of recommendations using the input provided by the profile learner.
The content-based approach is not user-independent when compared to collaborative filtering
(see Section 2.3.2). One advantage of content-based over collaborative filtering is the capability
of recommending new items without user interactions (Thorat et al., 2015). However, the
content-based approach suffers from over-specialisation since recommendations are generated
from the content of items previously liked by users (Pazzani & Billsus, 2007; Thorat et al.,
2015).
Many works have been completed to address the over-specialisation limitations of contentbased recommendations (Pereira & Varma, 2016), for example, using a genetic algorithm to
10

filter the context of information (Jain et al., 2015), removing items that are too similar to those
the user has seen before (Billsus & Pazzani, 2000), and measuring redundancy to identify
whether an item deemed relevant contains vital information (Saat et al., 2018).
2.3.2 Collaborative filtering
As a result of the emergence of social media and the Netflix prize competition (Bennett &
Lanning, 2007), which provided millions with access to social knowledge, this approach has
recently enjoyed interest and progress from researchers. Unlike the content-based approach,
collaborative filtering relies on other users with tastes similar to a target user to provide
recommendations. Collaborative filtering measures users’ taste similarities based on the
similarity measures of previous ratings, which is why it is sometimes referred to as the ‘peopleto-people correlation’ (Schafer et al., 2001). Collaborative filtering approaches can be grouped
into neighbourhood- and model-based approaches.
Neighbourhood collaborative filtering approaches, whether heuristic-based (Adomavicius &
Tuzhilin, 2005) or memory-based (Breese et al., 1998), directly predict ratings for new items
from the user–item ratings available in the system. This can be carried out as a user-based
recommendation or an item-based recommendation. User-based recommendations, for
example, GroupLens (Resnick et al., 1994), Ringo (Shardanand & Maes, 1995), and Amazon
(Zhao & Shang, 2010), exploit other users with rating patterns similar to the target user to
predict new items. Meanwhile, item-based recommendations (Barkan & Koenigstein, 2016; Li
et al., 2016; Sarwar et al., 2001), make predictions based on the target user’s item ratings.
Model-based collaborative filtering uses ratings provided by users to learn a predictive model.
The matrix factorisation model is a popular model-based approach for implementing
collaborative filtering because of its accuracy and scalability (Hegde & Shetty, 2015). Other
model-based approaches include neural networks (Salakhutdinov et al., 2007), Probabilistics
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Latent Semantic Analysis (Hofmann, 2004), latent Dirichlet allocation (Blei et al., 2003), and
the single value decomposition (SVD)-based model (Brand, 2003).
The collaborative filtering approach addresses the challenge of content-based overspecialisation. It also addresses the issue of making recommendations without content
knowledge of an item. For example, items like images, music, and movies that have challenges
with respect to content knowledge extraction for content-based recommendation can be used
to make predictions with the collaborative filtering method of using user feedback (Hegde &
Shetty, 2015). Despite having an edge over content-based filtering, collaborative filtering
suffers from the sparsity problem and the cold-start problem (Cacheda et al., 2011).
The sparsity problem is a situation in which a dataset collection lacks the information required
to produce recommendations. Much has been done to address the sparsity problem in various
domains, but the problem continues to evolve in the CH domain (Pavlidis, 2018). Another
challenge for collaborative filtering is cold-start (Lika et al., 2014a; Schein et al., 2002; Zhang
et al., 2014), in which new users or items do not have a rating or opinion history. It is
challenging for collaborative filtering to make CH recommendations without social knowledge
from users.
2.3.3 Knowledge-based
Items like books, news, and movies are well-suited for knowledge exploitation via contentbased and collaborative filtering for a recommendation because simple characteristics, such as
age or time of production, may not determine the recommendation outcome (Bobadilla et al.,
2013). However, products such as apartments and cars are not frequently bought, making it
impractical to collect users’ opinions. Thus, these products are not suitable for content-based
and collaborative filtering approaches.
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Knowledge-based techniques tackle these challenges by exploiting user requirements and using
deep knowledge of the product domain before building recommendations. This approach relies
on explicit knowledge provided by users as cases (Mirzadeh et al., 2005). Domain knowledge
and user requirements are two aspects that distinguish the knowledge-based method from the
content-based

and

collaborative

filtering

methods

of

exploiting

knowledge

for

recommendations (Trewin, 2000). Case-based and constraints-based are two popular
approaches for knowledge-based recommendations.
Case-based recommendations (Smyth, 2007) are created using case-based reasoning (CBR)
techniques. CBR is the process of using similar past problems to solve a new problem. Fuzzy
reasoning (Wu et al., 2008), for example, is one of the CBR techniques that generate new
product or item ideas for enhancing the recommendation of new items. The case-based
recommendation addresses the collaborative filtering challenges of dealing with objects’
similarities.
Unlike case-based recommendations, constraint-based recommendations explicitly account for
defined constraints. This approach establishes successful IR or item recommendations in
domains where interactions between users and items do not frequently occur. Examples of a
constraints-base recommender are VITA (Felfernig et al., 2007), a sales support environment
for financial services located in Hungary, and the personalised conversational recommendation
(Thompson et al., 2004).
One crucial advantage of knowledge-based recommendations over content-based and
collaborative filtering recommendations is that it can recommend items that are not available
or do not have a preference history.
2.3.4 Demographic
The demographic approach uses demographic information to make recommendations. The idea
is that for every demographic niche, a different recommendation is expected to be generated.
13

Many e-commerce systems, for example, Amazon, sometimes adopt personalised solutions
based on the demographic information available within the system.
The demographic exploitation of knowledge for recommendations is prevalent in the marketing
literature. Despite its popularity, researchers have given little attention to this approach
(Mahmood & Ricci, 2007).
2.3.5 Context-aware
Unlike the approaches discussed above, the context-aware approach is a comparatively
underexplored research area because it is relatively new. The context-aware approach makes
recommendations after considering contextual information. Time, place, geographical location,
and similar users (users with similar taste) are types of context information that can be
considered while making a context-aware recommendation. One well-known example of a
context-aware RS is TripAdvisor (Adomavicius & Tuzhilin, 2011).
Data

Data

Data

2D Recommender

MD
Recommender

Contextualised
Data

2D Recommender

Recommendation

Contextual
Recommendations

Contextual
Recommendations

(a) Pre-Filtering

(b) Post-Filtering

Contextual
Recommendations
(c) Contectual Modelling

Figure 2.2: Methods of incorporating context into recommender systems (Adomavicius &
Tuzhilin, 2011)
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There are three methods of incorporating context into RSs: pre-filtering, post-filtering, and
contextual modelling (Panniello et al., 2009), as illustrated in Figure 2.2. Pre-filtering generates
recommendations from contextual information selected or constructed from the most relevant
two-dimensional (2D) data (users and items), as shown in Figure 2.2 (a). Post-filtering adjusts
the recommendation result list generated from pre-filtering for each user, as shown in Figure
2.2 (b). The contextual model uses a multi-dimensional data (MD) RS, as shown in Figure 2.2
(c).
Panniello et al. (2009) presented a comparative study between contextual pre-filtering and
contextual post-filtering in a context-aware RS. They found that good post-filtering is better
than pre-filtering, but post-filtering is more expensive.
Online analytical processing (OLAP) is one of the MD models most widely used for contextaware recommendations (Adomavicius & Tuzhilin, 2011). OLAP analyses and manipulates
MD for decision support, as shown in Figure 2.3. For example, the rating function R (101,7,1)
= 6 indicates that for Item ID 7 and User ID 101 (John), rating 6 was specified during the
weekend. In this case, the term ‘Weekend’ is contextual information, time, added to the user
and item for recommendations.
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R(Ratings)
R(101,7,1) = 6
6

101
102

User

103

3

104

2
2

ID

Name

101
102
103
104

John
Bob
Mary
Baly

3

5

7

1

Time (Contextual Information)

Age

25
18
27
21

Item
ID

2
3
5
7

Name

Cost

AB17
AB23
XY70
ZZ55

ID

Name

1
2
3

Weekdays
Weekend
Holidays

250.0
299.6
150.0
125.7

Figure 2.3: OLAP multidimensional data model for the User X Item X Time recommendation
2.3.6 Hybrid approach
The hybrid approach is a combination of two or more approaches. For example, a hybrid system
combining content-based and collaborative filtering complements the limitations of both
approaches. The three primary ways of creating hybrid RSs found in the literature are as
follows:
•

Ensemble design

•

Monolithic design

•

Mixed systems.
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Figure 2.4: The taxonomy of the hybrid recommendation approach

Ensemble design: In this type of hybrid approach, off-the-shelf algorithm results are
consolidated into a single and more robust result. For instance, one may join the rating outputs
from a content-based approach and a collaborative approach into a single output. A critical
variety exists as far as the specific approaches used for the combination procedure. The
essential standard at work is not altogether different from the outline of ensemble techniques
in numerous data mining (DM) applications, for example, classification, clustering, and
exception investigation. One work that embraces this design is that of Bar et al. (2012), who
introduced efficient methodologies for creating an ensemble of collaborative filtering models
in light of a single collaborative filtering algorithm.
Monolithic design: In this situation, a coordinated recommendation algorithm is constructed by
utilising different knowledge sources. Consequently, this approach tends to coordinate
knowledge sources together more firmly and, thus, can recommend unexpected items or objects
without having similar users’ information. Examples of works that implement this design
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include feature combination (Zanker & Jessenitschnig, 2009), meta-level (Schafer et al., 2002),
and feature augmentation (Burke, 2007a).
Mixed system: Like the ensemble approach to creating a hybrid RS, these frameworks utilise
different recommendation algorithms as a black box of information. However, the items
recommended by the different RS frameworks are exhibited side-by-side.
Burke (2007) reported on a set of experiments on 53 hybrid RSs to measure their performances.
From his findings, monolithic hybrids were weaker and ineffective for sparse datasets. EntreeC
(Burke, 2002) is an example of a monolithic hybrid system that does not work well with sparse
datasets. It combines knowledge-based and collaborative filtering methods to recommend
restaurants to improve the performance of collaborative filtering by extracting semantic ratings
from the knowledge base.
Sparsity, scalability, and cold-start are issues that affect the recommendation quality (Ricci et
al., 2011). A hybrid approach that combines content and metadata can reduce the problem of
cold-start and produce a quality recommendation, but it cannot improve the individual
knowledge exploitation approach (Zhang et al., 2010). Horsburgh et al.(2015) presented a
hybrid representation of pseudo-tags learned from music content and tags from music listeners
that addressed both the sparsity and cold-start problems in music RSs. The next section
discusses more on CH recommendations.
2.4 Cultural heritage recommender systems
CH RSs have become a popular approach for users to explore large CH collections and make
new discoveries. Online systems, such as Europeana,2 the Google Art Project,3 and the system
of the Rijksmuseum,4 are examples of the CH IR and RSs that provide millions of online users

2

https://www.europeana.eu/portal/en
https://artsandculture.google.com/
4
https://www.rijksmuseum.nl/en
3
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with access to over 500 million artefacts, books, films, and music from museums, galleries,
libraries, and archives every day. These systems offer a gateway to steering large-scale
multimedia collections of CH objects and materials. The growth of CH RSs is recent, as CH
users, especially tourists and non-professionals, continue to engage and discover new CH
materials online (Petras et al., 2017). Figure 2.5 shows this growth over the past 11 years using
the results of academic papers. The blue bar in the figure indicates the number of articles that
have either ‘cultural heritage recommender system’ or ‘cultural heritage recommendation’ in
their title, and the brown bar presents the published articles from the annual ACM
Recommender Systems (RecSys) conference that contain the term ‘cultural heritage’ in their
title. These numbers were acquired through Google Scholar.5
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Figure 2.5: Articles related to cultural heritage recommender systems

5

https://scholar.google.co.uk/
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Early work on CH recommendations focused on semantic relations (Wang et al., 2008) and
ontologies (Hyvönen, 2009) for quality recommendations. By the end of 2010, the direction
had entirely shifted to exploiting social networks to bridge the semantic gap and evaluating
users’ study experiments and experiences with digital CH collections to provide personalised
recommendations (Hampson et al., 2012; Knijnenburg & Willemsen, 2015; Vosinakis &
Tsakonas, 2016). Despite this growth, CH recommendations continue to face challenges, such
as the cold-start problem (Hong et al., 2017), out of context recommendations (Smirnov et
al., 2017), and most similar objects but bad recommendations (Petras et al., 2017), which
provide room for improvement in content and social knowledge representations. Evidence for
this is summarised in findings from the literature directed at the three most popular CH RSs, in
terms of knowledge representation, assembled from available domain knowledge sources (see
Table 2.1).

Table 2.1: Summarised findings from the literature concerning the three most popular
cultural heritage recommender systems
RS 2.1 Summarised
Enrichment
Metadata
Table
finding of
from
literature of three popularPersonalisation
CH Recommender Systems
KR

Social

Content

Individual

Content

☹

Europeana
Rijksmuseum

Social/Group

☹

☹
☹

GAP

Provided by that facility
Partially provided by that facility
☹

Not
provided
The literature findings show that all three systems have a weak social knowledge
representation. Thus, this study focuses on building a stronger social knowledge representation
and further integrating the content and social knowledge representation to bridge the
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knowledge gap to address the CH recommendation challenges, such as the cold-start problem,
out of context recommendations, and similar objects but bad recommendations. The next
section discusses the challenges of CH recommendations identified in the literature.
2.4.1 Cold-start problem
Cold-start is a common problem with respect to CH recommendations (Sansonetti et al., 2019).
It is a condition in which the system cannot produce quality recommendations without initial
information from the user and/or CH objects. According to work presented by Lika et al.
(2014b), the cold-start problem can be categorised into three areas: (a) new users, (b) new
objects, and (c) both new objects and new users. All of these problems result from information
sparsity for both new objects and users.

7%

36%

New Items

57%

New Users

Both

Figure 2.6: Reviewed articles related to the cold-start problem
This study reviewed approximately 180 research articles related to cold-start problems. It was
discovered that the majority of the research carried out to address this problem mainly focused
on the items or objects rather than the users, as indicated in Figure 2.6; 57% of the articles
attempted to augment the sparsity of information on items or objects to produce quality
recommendations, while 36% focused on integrating users’ social knowledge to make
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recommendations. Only 7% concentrated on both items and users. This study focuses on
addressing the cold-start problems from both angles: CH objects and users.
In the case of the CH domain, user interactions with CH objects are the variables used to assess
the similarity of user profiles for the prediction of unseen CH materials. Therefore, when there
are new CH objects and users that have no record of interactions with the objects, the system
will suffer a cold-start problem. This can lead to poor quality recommendations because the
system assumes that active users will largely react to popular CH objects that were rated highly
by similar users with similar opinions (Wei et al., 2017). In most situations, users are not
interested in reviewing or rating items previously seen, which results in providing low data
quality required to produce good CH recommendations and, thus, the cold-start.
The literature reports various attempts to address the cold-start challenge in other domains. For
example, in the music domain, pseudo-tags learned from the track’s content have been
introduced to augment social tags (Zheng et al., 2018) and the neighbourhood-based attribution
technique (Lika et al., 2014b). However, these approaches do not address the problem
completely, especially in the CH domain, due to poor knowledge representation. In most cases,
the combination of two or more knowledge representations, for example, content and metadata
or social data, are used to address this problem. This can be accomplished using a simple hybrid
approach to content and social knowledge representations, which reduces the effect of coldstart. The content representation is considered when social knowledge is not available for
requested queries and then switches to social representation as the metadata and social
knowledge increase, as indicated in Figure 2.7.
The green dashed line in Figure 2.7 represents the quality of a content-based RS, which does
not rely on metadata and social knowledge. For a system with low metadata and social
knowledge, the content-based approach produces better recommendations, but as metadata and
social knowledge grow, the system improves.
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Social
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Content

n0

n1
Amount of social knowledge
Figure 2.7: The cold-start problem

The challenge is determining the point at which the system should switch from content
representation to social representation. A hybrid approach that assembles knowledge
representations from a static combination of knowledge sources has been developed, but this
study focuses on a hybrid approach that assembles knowledge representations from dynamic
combinations of sources so that each knowledge representation can contribute to the current
search status, which requires active maintenance of knowledge representations from available
domain sources of knowledge. Chapter five and six discuss the integration of multiple
knowledge representations from various knowledge sources.

2.4.2 Out of context recommendations
Out of context recommendations are those that users may not like because of the current
situation (e.g. time or location); for example, users are not likely to want a jacket in the summer.
The challenge of out of context recommendations results from low contextual information
within the dataset collection. Contextual information, such as time, place, and geographical
location, requires exploiting various available domain knowledge sources, which the current
RSs lack. Under normal circumstances, recommendation algorithms identify target users’
similar resources to provide personalised recommendations. However, in most cases, they fail
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to consider the user’s current situation. As a result, the suggested resources may not meet the
user’s interest despite being similar. This problem often happens in tourism-related RSs (Borràs
et al., 2014), which are within the CH domain.
2.4.3 Most similar objects but bad recommendations
Most similar objects but bad recommendations is another challenge of CH recommendations.
Most research has concentrated on enhancing the accuracy of the RSs probability predictions
(Ricci et al., 2011) but not recommending every similar object likely to be of interest to the
users. For example, not all of the artwork featuring ‘people’ liked by similar users could be a
good recommendation for the target user. Some research has highlighted this problem. For
example, Thompson et al. (2014) discovered that most of the recommendations produced have
similar tastes as the target user but are bad recommendations that do not satisfy the users.
Another scenario to describe this problem is a situation when a system recommends an object
that is already familiar to the target user, demonstrating that even the most precise
recommendations, as indicated by the standard measurements, are not good recommendations.
For example, a user is looking to discover a new painting, but the system provides the user with
paintings they have already viewed, which, unfortunately, is possible with the current RS, as
highlighted by Sansonetti et al. (2019) in their work to enhance CH recommendations.
Most of the reported research attempts to address this problem by proposing to go beyond the
traditional accuracy measurements and related evaluation methodologies by incorporating
social knowledge that provides contextual information and user-driven directions for
personalised recommendations, as indicated in Amato et al. (2018). However, this approach
also has limitations.
The literature further reveals that these challenges lie within: (i) the domain knowledge sources
available for knowledge discovery (Ristoski & Paulheim, 2016), (ii) choice of appropriate
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recommendation techniques (Aggarwal, 2016), and (iii) the user search interface (Dumas et al.,
2014). The previous work on recommendation techniques was discussed in Section 2.2.
Therefore, the knowledge discovery and user search interface for CH recommendations are
discussed in the next two sections.
2.5 Knowledge discovery for cultural heritage recommendations
As discovered in the literature, the challenges of CH recommendations depend on the available
domain sources in which the knowledge for CH recommendations is discovered (Ristoski &
Paulheim, 2016). Therefore, this section discusses knowledge discovery in the context of CH
recommendations, which includes knowledge extraction and knowledge representation.
In the context of CH recommendations, knowledge discovery is the process of discovering
essential features that describe CH materials through knowledge extraction and preparation and
knowledge representation, as shown in Figure 2.9. Knowledge extraction is the core component
of knowledge discovery; knowledge extraction tools and algorithms are used to extract
interesting and useful knowledge patterns from available domain knowledge sources for CH
recommendations. Figure 2.9 presents the knowledge discovery process, which consists of two
phases: knowledge extraction and knowledge representation. The arrows show the data flow.
Knowledge extraction and knowledge representation of knowledge discovery are further
discussed in Sections 2.5.1 and 2.5.2, respectively.
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Figure 2.8. Knowledge discovery process
2.5.1 Knowledge extraction and preparation
As shown in Figure 2.8, the first phase of knowledge discovery, knowledge extraction, has four
components: domain knowledge sources, data preparation, filtered data, and DM. Knowledge
extraction is the process of building knowledge for CH recommendations from the available
domain knowledge sources (Bandyopadhyay & Maulik, 2005). The knowledge sources can be
either structured (extensible markup language, relational database) or unstructured (images,
documents, text). The knowledge outcomes from the domain knowledge sources are prepared
to be machine-readable and interpretable to facilitate inferences for knowledge representation,
which is the second phase of knowledge discovery (see Section 2.5.2).
There are different knowledge extraction approaches, depending on the knowledge source
available and the demand. Structured sources are relatively unchallenging for extracting
knowledge because relevant terms are already labelled (Unbehauen et al., 2012). However, in
this study, the domain knowledge sources are unstructured and heterogeneous. Digital CH
materials come in different formats or types, which, by default, poses more challenges when
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compared with structured sources. The data sources for this study come from various CH
institutions’ webpages, for example, galleries, museums, libraries, and archives, which are
unstructured sources. Therefore, important knowledge is located within documents that are
images or text and in different languages. The issues and future direction of knowledge
extraction from text and image sources are further discussed in detail.
2.5.1.1 Knowledge extraction from text sources
Knowledge extraction from unstructured text sources involves sentence segmentation,
tokenisation, morphological and lexical analysis, syntactic analysis, and domain analysis, as
shown in Figure 2.9.
Raw Text from
Unstructured Source

Sentence
Segmentation

Tokenisation

Morphological and
Lexical Analysis

Syntactic Analysis

Domain Analysis

Figure 2.9: Knowledge extraction (text) architecture
The first component, sentence segmentation, divides the raw text into meaningful units. These
units are further split into tokens (words). The morphological and lexical analysis component
deals with sense disambiguation and parts of speech, tagging the words generated from the
tokenisation component. Syntactic and domain analysis are critical components of knowledge
extraction as they establish a relationship among objects within the collection. In some
domains, extracting information that can form a relationship between objects can be difficult.
For example, in CH collections that contain library documents, archives, and paintings,
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extracting relational information between objects is difficult because the objects are of different
types and formats than text (Bandyopadhyay & Maulik, 2005).
A variety of tools to extract information from text sources have been proposed, for example,
the general architecture for text engineering used for text extraction and analysis (Cunningham
et al., 2011). Other tools include the Natural Language Toolkit for natural language processing
(Bird, 2006), optical character recognition (Vesanto et al., 2017) for converting scanned
documents into machine-encoded text, and SocialBus6 for processing social network messages.
Although tools exist to extract knowledge from unstructured sources, several obstacles and cost
factors remain a challenge.
However, some tools are suitable for particular tasks. For example, the medical document from
the seventeenth century in Figure 2.10 presents text describing a charms mixture for healing.
Optical character recognition tools are applied to extract knowledge and recognise the patterns
of the text from the scanned historical document (Laramée, 2019).

6

http://reaction.fe.up.pt/socialbus/
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Figure 2.10: Anglo-Saxon medical recipes corresponding to book 2, chapter 59 of Bald's
Leechbook of 17th Century
Gangemi (2013) presented a scenery analysis of knowledge extraction tools when applied to
digital CH. Gangemi considered 14 different tools and investigated the feasibility of comparing
tools when used for text document tasks but found that formal correspondences must be created
between the text population and the natural language processing primary functions. Natural
language processing enables the derivation of human or natural input meaning.
2.5.1.2 Knowledge extraction from image sources
Images as data differ from text in terms of their nature. Consider the digital painting in Figure
2.11; there is little or no text that describes the painting. Extracting the semantic contents from
the image is challenging (Bandyopadhyay & Maulik, 2005). Recently, deep learning
techniques, such as convolutional neural networks, have been used to extract knowledge from
within images (e.g. paintings) (Bar et al., 2015). Bar et al. (2105) looked at the perceptiveness
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of the CH object’s important features in recognising artistic styles in paintings, which are then
used to augment the sparsity problem of the content knowledge representation and provide a
personalised recommendation. This study applied a similar approach to image-type sources.

Figure 2.11: Digital painting from Rijksmuseum in the Netherlands
Typically, RSs model users and items by discovering the concealed-relation measurement that
reveals the users’ preferences toward items or objects. Critically, such measures were found
based on user interactions (such as browsing history, reviews, and tags) and other information,
such as object attributes and context-aware knowledge. However, in the case of digital
paintings (a knowledge source for this study), visual appearance is one of the essential features
that is ignored (Bar et al., 2015). Thus, in this study, visual appearance is considered by
extracting it from the available domain sources and incorporate it into the new, harvested CH
dataset (see Chapter Three).
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2.5.2 Knowledge representation
After essential knowledge is extracted from various domain knowledge sources and knowledge
outcomes are prepared, the next important task is presenting the knowledge, which is the
second phase of knowledge discovery. The knowledge representation should support the
assertion of new knowledge and inferencing. Generally, there are three models for representing
knowledge:
•

History-based (Palopoli et al., 2013),

•

Classifier-based (Bobadilla et al., 2013), and

•

Matrix-based (Hegde & Shetty, 2015)

The history-based model presents a list of objects with their respective user reviews, web
browsing histories, and e-mail content boxes, in some cases, as a user profile. This model is
commonly used in e-commerce. Amazon7 and eBay8 are two famous examples of e-commerce
RSs that use this approach (Nguyen et al., 2014). WebSell, an e-commerce website, uses a
similar method by providing two lists of purchased products, uninterested and interested, as a
user profile (Cunningham et al., 2001). David et al. (2013) also represented knowledge using
the history-based model in their e-mail filtering system that keeps track of e-mails and
comments made by users.
The classifier-based model learns from knowledge extracted to represent the structure of the
classifier as a user profile. Examples of this model include the Bayesian network (Jiang et al.,
2018), decision tree (Yang et al., 2018), neural network (Covington et al., 2016), and inducted
rules.

7
8

https://www.amazon.co.uk/
http://www.ebay.co.uk/
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Unlike the history- and classifier-based models, matrix-based approaches represent knowledge
as a matrix. This is popularly used in collaborative filtering RSs (Montaner et al., 2003). For
example, GroupLens (Resnick et al., 1994) represents user ratings and movies as a matrix to
predict scores based on heuristics for movie recommendations. Another example is Netflix,
which utilises a user–movie rating matrix: each cell in the matrix represents the user’s rating
of a particular movie for movie recommendations (Takács et al., 2008). The location–activity
matrix with GPS history data was represented in Zheng et al. (2010) as a user profile to
recommend places based on previous locations visited by the user. In the vector space model,
another form of matrix-based representation, items or documents and users are represented as
a vector of features with associated values; these features are usually concepts or words. The
association value can either be the relevance, frequency, or probability of the features. For
example, each user can be represented as a vector such that users with similar vector contents
or tastes have identical vectors. Burke (2002) used a similar approach by utilising multiple
features of vector representations to make recommendations.
All of these knowledge representation models have strengths and weaknesses. Choosing which
model to deploy depends on three aspects: the problem to be addressed, the knowledge to be
fulfilled, and how the knowledge solves the problem (Bench-Capon, 2014). The issues and
future directions of knowledge representations in the CH domain are further discussed in
Section 2.6.
2.6 Knowledge representations in the cultural heritage domain: Issues and future
directions
Representing CH content knowledge remains a major challenge because CH materials have
different traditional ways of describing their content, making the structure format of CH
content difficult to interchange and transform. For example, a CH object called a ‘figure’ might
have different interpretations from different traditional backgrounds; some may consider it a
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‘statue’, while others may consider it a ‘chieftain’. Therefore, CH knowledge representation
requires metadata aggregation and continuous content refinement (Petras et al., 2017).
According to Alspaugh and Lin (2016), 70% of the search requests in CH domains are for
named entities, for example, geographical, author, and object names, either in the language in
which they were distributed or the word the user is most comfortable with. Most users prefer
their native language for searching for and finding information on CH objects (Gäde, 2014). It
is important to consider these attributes while representing CH knowledge for retrieval and
personalised recommendations.
In the CH domain, RSs face challenges on the personalised retrieval of relevant information
due to a lack of rich semantic and content knowledge in the collections (Wang et al., 2007).
Some research has attempted to address these challenges; for example, Petras et al. (2017) and
Mensink and Van Gemert (2014) aggregated metadata from various sources to enrich their
databases using different vocabularies, as shown in Table 2.2. Vocabulary is an arrangement
of familiar words inside a person’s dialect. A vocabulary, typically created with age, fills in as
a valuable and crucial tool for correspondence and gaining information.
Table 2.3: Entities, target vocabulary, and number of enrichments in Europeana (Petras
et al., 2017)
Table 2.3: Entities, target vocabulary, and number of enrichments in Europeana (Petras,
Entity
Vocabulary
Number of Enrichments
Hill, Stiller, & Gäde, 2017)
Place

Geonames

19,269,339

Concept

GEMET

14,633,522

Concept

DBPedia

6,022,071

Agent

DBPedia

889,152

Time Period

Semium Time

21,925,367
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The issues highlighted in the literature review with regards to knowledge representations in the
CH domain emphasises that a good knowledge representation requires active maintenance.
This thesis explores rich semantic and social knowledge representations. The study exploits
various domain knowledge sources to assemble content and social knowledge representations
for CH recommendations. In the next section, the methods and DM used to assemble
knowledge representations are further discussed.
2.7 Data mining methods for recommender systems
Typically, RSs apply methods and techniques adopted from related areas, such as IR and
human–computer interaction. However, such related areas’ core techniques are considered part
of DM, which is the process of extracting meaningful information from large, pre-existing data
collections. DM consists of three processing steps: data pre-processing, data analysis, and result
interpretation (Witten et al., 2016). This section discusses different approaches to data preprocessing, data analysis, and interpretation, as shown in Figure 2.12.
Data
Distance Measure (sub-Section 2.7.1.1)

Data Pre-Processing

Sampling (sub-Section 2.7.1.2)

(Section 2.7.1)

Dimensionality Reduction (sub-Section 2.7.1.3)
Analysis
(Section 2.7.2)

Result Interpretation
(Section 2.7.3)

Figure 2.12: Steps and methods in data mining
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It is important to note that this section does not have a thorough review of DM methods but,
rather, highlights the role they play in the production of quality recommendations and discusses
the successful DM techniques applied in the RS field.
2.7.1 Data pre-processing
In the context of this study, data refers to a collection of CH objects (e.g. digital paintings,
archives, and historical medical documents) and their features. These features describe the
characteristics or properties of a CH object collection. A primary choice for an artificial
intelligence system implementer is the type and source of data that the system will employ. In
the case of RSs, especially in the CH domain, users and CH objects are the two entities about
which the system should have knowledge. The choice of the CH domain for this study restricts
the kind of knowledge sources that an RS may exploit (see Section 2.2). Content and social
knowledge are the two categories of knowledge sources considered for this study. Data
extracted from such sources are required to be pre-processed to be used by analysing techniques
in the analysis step.
In this section, three important issues in the data pre-processing stage of building CH RSs are
discussed. For the first issue, similarity measures, this study focuses on reviewing the literature
on different approaches to express similarity distance. The next issues discussed in this section
are sampling and, finally, the different methods of reducing dimensionality.
2.7.1.1 Similarity measures (Distance measures)
This is the common method of measuring similarity distance between objects, users, or users
and objects. One of the recommendation techniques, collaborative filtering (discussed in
Section 2.4.2), uses the k-nearest neighbour (kNN) classifier for analysis to make CH
recommendations (Hegde & Shetty, 2015). kNN is a classification technique that is highly
dependent on the quality of the similarity measures applied.
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There are different approaches to measure the similarity distance, including the Euclidean
distance (Sun et al., 2011); the Minkowski distance, which generalises the Euclidean distance
(Merigo & Casanovas, 2011); the Mahalanobis distance (De Maesschalck et al., 2000); cosine
similarity (Amatriain et al., 2011); and the Pearson correlation (Melville et al., 2002). Each of
these approaches has advantages and disadvantages, but traditionally, RSs have used either the
Pearson correlation or cosine similarity (Ricci et al., 2011). In this study, cosine similarity is
used to measure the similarity distance between CH objects, users, and users and CH objects.
This provides quality measures from the vector space model (Sidorov et al., 2014), which is
the knowledge representation model used for this study.
2.7.1.2 Sampling
Sampling is the process of selecting a sub-portion of relevant information from a large portion
of information in DM. Sampling can be considered in the pre-processing and interpretation
stages. The important issue is finding an appropriate sample containing all of the relevant
information of the original data collection.
RSs employ various sampling approaches, but the most popular ones are random sampling with
replacement and random sampling without replacement (Amatriain et al., 2011). In random
sampling with replacement, objects selected can be used more than once; they are not removed
from the population. In the case of sampling without replacement, once objects are selected,
they are removed from the population. The challenge of random sampling is over-specialisation
to a certain part of the dataset. Cross-validation is used in this study to address the challenge
of over-specialisation, as highlighted by Amatriain et al. (2011). Cross-validation is a statistical
technique that assesses the statistical analysis results and generalises them to an independent
dataset.
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2.7.1.3 Reducing dimensionality
Usually, in RSs, there is very sparse knowledge that describes the objects’ features. For
example, some objects in the collection have limited information that describes their features.
In this situation, the distance measurement between the objects is less valuable in a high
dimensional space. Thus, dimensionality reduction is required by transforming the original
vector into a lower-dimensionality space without interrupting its original values. There are two
popular methods of reducing dimensionality: SVD (Sarwar et al., 2002) and principal
component analysis (Jolliffe, 2011).
SVD, also known as matrix factorisation, is a technique used to reduce a high-dimensional
space without interrupting its original features. SVD has been used as a tool for improving
social knowledge representations to produce quality recommendations (Paterek, 2007). Other
notable works that used SVD to reduce the dimensionality space for TV programme
recommendations include those carried out by Barragáns-Martínez et al. (2010) and Bennett
and Lanning (2007), for Netflix. The main drawback of SVD is overfitting, which can be
addressed by updating the factorised approximation online, as described by Rendle and
Schmidt-Thieme (2008). SVD is adopted in this study to integrate content and social
knowledge representations to improve CH recommendations.
2.7.2 Analysis
This section discusses the prediction and description methods for CH recommendations and
analysis. The prediction methods are the classification algorithms, and the description methods
include association rule mining and clustering algorithms.
Various classification algorithms have been used for RS: kNN (Adeniyi et al., 2016), decision
trees (Bouza et al., 2008), ruled-based classifiers (Pappas & Popescu-Belis, 2013), Bayesian
network classifiers (Friedman et al., 1997), artificial neural network classifiers (Zurada, 1992),
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and support vector machine classifiers (Cristianini & Shawe-Taylor, 2000). Each of these
algorithms has potentials and limitations, depending on the task at hand. Herlocker et al. (2004)
presented a comprehensive review of these algorithms with respect to RSs.
Description methods define the association distances between objects or users. Algorithms in
this category include association rule mining, which makes predictions based on objects’
occurrences with the objects in the collections (Lin et al., 2000), and k-means clustering, which
is a partitioning approach (Li & Kim, 2003).
2.7.3 Result interpretation
The results obtained using classification algorithms and descriptions must be interpreted to
produce quality CH recommendations. Result interpretation is the process of confirming
whether the produced CH recommendations are good or bad. There are various ways to
interpret results for CH recommendations, which include accuracy measurement, recall and
precision, F1 score, and receiver operating characteristics curves (Pavlidis, 2018).
Accuracy measurements interpret results through the percentage of average correct predictions
provided by a classifier to generate recommendations, as discussed by Cremonesi et al. (2011).
Recall and precision are mostly used for results obtained from unbalanced datasets. Recall
interprets results by measuring the actual positive prediction generated for CH
recommendations, while precision describes the precision of the obtained results (Ma et al.,
2015; Pavlidis, 2018). The F1 score and receiver operating characteristics curves, recall, and
precision harmonic mean come into play when both recall and precision are need. For the
purpose of this study, accuracy measurements, for example, association scores, are used to
interpret results for CH recommendations.
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2.8 Visual search interface
Visual perception and its capability to provide an interactive visual summary of an entire
domain are the key factors in information visualisation. A large proportion of human senses is
occupied by visual perception (Nørretranders, 1991). Therefore, it is important to consider
human visual perception when building a VSI for exploring large datasets of CH collections.
Furthermore, a CH RS is a platform for the search and exploration of CH objects, which
demands an interface that encourages search by exploration (Wilson et al., 2010). Some of the
features that encourage the exploration of CH materials for new discovery include the visual
presentation of the collection’s summary, personalised recommendation presentations, and a
user feedback interface. In this section, issues surrounding VSI features are discussed.
2.8.1 Domain collection summary
Searching for and exploring new information within a large document collection is challenging
due to the lack of a domain summary presentation of the whole collection. Even though CH
object search systems like CULTURA (Hampson et al., 2012), SCRABS (Amato et al., 2017),
and Europeana (Petras et al., 2017) made digital CH resources available to experts and the
wider public, users still struggle to make new discoveries as a result of the absence of a domain
summary of the digital collections on these platforms’ user interfaces (Amato et al., 2018).
A similar challenge was also highlighted in work presented by Ciocca et al. (2012). Their work
provided a search interface for browsing museum image collections on multi-touch displays
but lacked a visual summary, posing challenges to users who wish to search by exploration.
However, an interactive visual summary is one of the features that this study explores including
while building the user interface for the proposed hybrid RS.
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2.8.2 Visualisation
Visualisation is one of the key features that search interfaces required for the exploration of
information. The Google Art Project presents a VSI for high-resolution images of museum
collections from highly recognised museums around the globe (Müller & Winters, 2018).
ArtVis is another visual interface that combines visualisation and analysis of artwork
collections (Dumas et al., 2014).
However, neither the Google Art Project nor ArtVis provides users with a dynamic approach
that could initiate an exploratory search from the interface, which allows room for
improvement that this study explores. Wang et al. (2008) provided an interface that describes
semantically enriched museum collections, but they did not provide an interactive dynamic
visual interface that could allow users to initiate their searches.
2.9 Evaluating recommender systems
The critical aspect of any research study is the evaluation. This is the procedure that critically
assesses the research findings or systems, which include gathering and breaking down
information about the research exercises, qualities, and results. The purpose of the evaluation
is to assess and judge the research results, enhance its viability, and illuminate the right
decisions on the findings. Unlike other research areas, RSs focus on recommendation
prediction accuracy (Bobadilla et al., 2013).
Initially, researchers evaluated and ranked RSs based on their prediction powers. Nonetheless,
it is currently broadly agreed that accurate prediction is significant, but this is insufficient for
providing useful recommendations (Hegde & Shetty, 2015). For example, not many users
anticipate recommendations from their exact tastes; rather, they are prepared to discover new
items without using their past preferences. Therefore, it is essential to identify the set of
variables or properties in the context of the CH domain that could influence the expected
discovery.
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In this section, the literature related to RS experimental settings and properties is critically
reviewed.
2.9.1 Experimental settings
According to Shani and Gunawardana (2011), three possible experiment scenarios can be used
to evaluate RSs: offline experiments, user studies, and online experiments. In all of these
scenarios, a few guidelines, such as hypotheses, controlling variables, and generalisation
power, are vital to follow.
a) Offline experiments: These experiments are relatively low-cost when compared to user
studies and online experiments. This experiment process is used to tune algorithms’ parameters
and advance the best-tuned parameters to the next stage of the experiment, as carried out by
Gomez-Uribe and Hunt (2016). A work presented by Cantador et al. (2017) on user preferences
and recommendations tuned algorithms’ parameters to complete an offline experiment for the
system evaluation.
Offline experiments are especially useful for simple user-models (Ricci et al., 2011). A critical
advantage of offline experiments is that they can simulate user interactions without engaging
user studies and online experiments that are relatively expensive to conduct. However, if the
user model is inaccurate, it may lead to an optimising framework with a performance that does
not correlate with its real-time performance, as highlighted by Bobadilla et al. (2013).
Therefore, in some cases, offline experiments are challenging to conduct.
b) User studies: Unlike offline experiments, user studies provide researchers with an
opportunity to measure user behaviours when interacting with the RS (Shani & Gunawardana,
2011). This privilege allows researchers to gather qualitative data and crucial information
through questionnaires and interviews to interpret quantitative outcomes. User studies are more
convenient than offline experiments for the CH domain (Amato et al., 2018).
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However, user studies have some shortfalls. User studies are costly to carry out; they require
costly user participation and time consumption. Amato et al. (2018) took 16 months to obtain
the participants required for their experiments. Proper guidelines on how to conduct a user
studies experiment without difficulties were provided by Knijnenburg and Willemsen (2015).
c) Online experiments: Online experiments leverage user studies. The only difference is that
in online experiments, the users are interacting with a fully deployed system. One of the
prominent works on online experiments is that by Cheng et al. (2016). They experimented by
deploying their work on Google Play, a mobile app store with over one billion active users.
Despite their advantage of being Google employees, the experiment took them over two years
to reach the required results. Considering the limited time the proposed research can allow for
the experiment, an online experiment cannot be a smart move for this research experiment
setting.
2.10 Summary and conclusion
This chapter provided an in-depth review of the literature related to the research topic. Key
questions that need further research were presented and discussed. This led to the further
identification of methodological approaches applied in past studies on the broader research area
and the evaluation of CH RSs. The research gap identified is within the domain knowledge
sources and representations, in the choice of recommendation techniques, and in the VSI.
From the literature review, it is clear that the broad knowledge representations assembled from
various knowledge sources for recommendation are social, individual, and content. The social
knowledge representation is suitable for a domain with implicit user interaction but not
appropriate for a domain with unstable user preferences. Another issue discussed in this chapter
is that social knowledge can be misleading as historical data are unreliable. Unlike social
knowledge, individual knowledge has difficulty predicting reliable information on certain
items. For example, it is not certain that users with similar tastes in books would also like the
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same music. Content knowledge representation is suitable for a content-based RSs. The domain
of this study lacks user preferences and social tagging, which is the challenge that this study
addresses by extracting social tags and users’ interests from available domain sources.
However, despite their individual challenges, if integrated, hybrid approaches can provide
various options for maximum exploitation, for example, integrating content and social
representations to improve CH recommendations. Knowledge representations are assembled
from the knowledge extracted from various domain sources.
In the CH domain, extracting information that can form a relationship between CH objects is
one of the challenges of knowledge discovery for CH recommendations. For example, in
paintings, extracting relational information between objects is less possible because the
information is not coherent. Even though tools exist to extract knowledge from unstructured
sources, several obstacles and cost factors remain for automated approaches. The literature
reviewed in this chapter discussed various knowledge representation models’ strengths and
weaknesses. Meanwhile, for this study, the matrix-based model is adopted for knowledge
representations because of its dynamic approach to social and content knowledge sources,
which are core knowledge sources that provided the harvested datasets for this research.
This chapter also discussed six recommendation technique approaches. Each approach has
limitations, but in some cases, when combined, they complement each others’ limitations. For
example, a hybrid approach that combines content-based and collaborative approaches
addresses the challenge of the cold-start problem in collaborative filtering. A hybrid approach
that integrates knowledge representations assembled from static combinations of knowledge
sources available has also been developed in the music domain.
However, the study described in this thesis adopts a monolithic hybrid approach. The hybrid
representation integrates content and social representations assembled from the CH domain
knowledge sources to address the challenges of the cold-start problem, bad recommendations,
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and out of context recommendations. The content knowledge representation incorporates the
semantic relationships of CH objects to augment the semantic gap in the content knowledge
representation. Similarly, the social representation includes the CH users’ social tagging and
interests to bridge the social knowledge gap in the representation to address the challenges of
CH recommendations.
To address the problem of bad CH recommendations, the work described in this thesis requires
every resource to be mapped to a unique arrangement of vocabulary terms, providing a
proposed system to distinguish compatible resources. Such resources are relied upon to have
indistinguishable depictions utilising terms from the vocabulary and can, in this manner, be
combined. This ascertains the equality among CH objects, which is the essential solution for
the CH objects’ similarity issues. This builds the ‘findability’ of already hidden yet related
knowledge and information, assisting in new information discovery and hoisting the problem
of bad CH recommendations to some degree.
Another aspect discussed in this chapter is VSI. It was found that interactive visual exploratory
search interfaces for CH collections revolved mainly around a summary of a collection of CH
objects and allowed users to initiate their search from the interface. These are some of the
challenges that this research addressed by providing VISE for CH collections (Usman &
Antonacopoulos, 2019). The design and implementation of VISE are discussed in Chapter Six.
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Chapter Three: Proposed Methodology and Experimental Set-up
3.1 Introduction
This chapter describes the new approach and methods proposed in this study and the
experimental set-up, including the evaluation measures used for the experiments. The research
methodology adopted is similar to the one presented by Peffers et al. (2007). The research
process model, experimental set-up, and measures used to evaluate the CH recommendations
and VSI are discussed in this chapter.
3.2 The research process model
The research process model combines six phases: a literature review, definition of the solution
objectives, design and development, demonstration, evaluation, and communication, as shown
in Figure 3.1. The process model provided a novel approach for developing artificial
intelligence and information systems, the research domain.
The first and second phases of the research process were discussed in Chapter Two. The first
phase provided insight into the current state of the research topic. Experts, critical questions
about the topic that needed further research, and methodologies used in past studies of a similar
area of research were also discovered and discussed in the first and second phases. During these
phases of the research process, the research gap and how the proposed approach could
accomplish the overall research aim were identified and discussed. In this section, the design
and development and evaluation phases are discussed.
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Figure 3.1: Research process model
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3.3 Proposed research design and development
The proposed approach consists of four developmental phases:
1. Knowledge extraction and pre-processing,
2. Knowledge representations,
3. Knowledge integration, and
4. Hybrid recommendation and VSI.
The proposed system has a mechanism that dynamically controls the contribution of each
knowledge source. This will reflect the anticipated IR and recommendation performance from
the search context, as well as a level of personalisation.
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Figure 3.2: Proposed research development phases
The first part of the proposed development phase is the extraction and pre-processing of data
(knowledge). At this phase, data to demonstrate the study were collected and pre-processed or
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transformed into a collection of CH objects, CH users, and users’ interests. Knowledge
extraction and pre-processing are discussed in Chapter Four (see Section 4.4).
After the first phase, the pre-processed knowledge is represented. The content knowledge that
describes CH objects and users and the social knowledge that presents CH objects’ social tags
and users’ interests are represented as vectors. Cosine similarity was used to measure the
distance between the CH objects and the users at this phase.
The third part of the developmental phase integrates the content and social knowledge
representations to augment the sparse social knowledge and improve the recommendation of
CH materials. This is completed by concatenating content and social knowledge vectors; see
Chapter Five for more details on how the two knowledge representations – content and social
– were integrated to provide recommendations of CH materials.
Hybrid recommendations and the VSI are in the final development phase of the proposed
system. Hybrid recommendations dynamically combine social knowledge and integrated
knowledge representations to improve the recommendation of CH materials. The influence of
each knowledge representation on the production of a CH recommendation varies, depending
on the current user and search status. A VSI is an interface that enables a search and
recommendation of CH materials. The hybrid CH RS and VSI are discussed in Chapters Six
and Seven, respectively. After this research process phase, the next phases are the
demonstration and the evaluation of the proposed system, a hybrid CH RS.
3.4 Evaluating a cultural heritage recommender system
One of the core benefits of conducting any research on the recommendation of CH materials is
the capacity to evaluate the outlined system’s properties, for example, the recommendation
quality and recommendation novelty. The quality of CH recommendations should use the new
approach to match the CH users’ interests since they are the end-users. To validate the results
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and perform the experiments, CH users should, ideally, be allowed to interact with the proposed
system in a live CH setting and provide their feedback on the quality of each CH
recommendation produced. However, this evaluation methodology comes with several
challenges that deem it impractical. One of the challenges is that it is quite expensive to run a
live platform for exploring an extensive collection of CH materials, and such approaches are
mostly for actual business cases, not for experimental purposes. Another significant challenge
is that users interacting with a live system expect to be provided with consistent, high-quality
recommendations. Such consistent quality cannot be assured during the development period of
the proposed approach, which is likely to produce poor recommendations, and thus,
participative users can easily be dissuaded from future participation in the evaluations.
Standard user studies also face similar challenges to a live system. Even though it is affordable,
there is a probability that participants are unlikely to continue participating in the evaluation
process. At most, they may only participate for a limited period, for example, a month.
Therefore, instead of an online, user-centric method, an offline, system-centric evaluation
method is needed – one that can reasonably demonstrate how users will review the CH material
recommendations.
System-centric evaluation methods depend on pre-existing user data, such as users’ reviews
and ratings. Such data can be collected from users’ interactions, profiles, and past reviews or
ratings of CH materials, which then serve as a ground truth against defined evaluation scores
and recommendations. Compared to the user-centric approach, the system-centric approach
allows automated evaluations of new recommendation techniques that are impractical for usercentric evaluation methods. The findings generated from a system-centric approach can further
be validated with a user study, which satisfies the requirements of both researchers’ and
participants’ interests in evaluating the work.
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The system-centric approach to evaluation requires standard and freely available data, which
this research domain lacks. While the Europeana dataset (Charles & Isaac, 2015) provides
evaluation data, it does not provide the required users’ profiles and reviews and social tags. To
bridge that gap, a custom CH dataset was harvested from available domain knowledge sources,
Europeana webpages, and Facebook; see Chapter Four for more details.
3.4.1 Evaluation measures
A dataset must meet certain requirements to evaluate a CH RS, as discussed in Chapter Four.
Once a required dataset is available, the experiment can be run. The remainder of this section
presents a brief overview of the measures used to evaluate the new approach.
3.4.1.1 Association score
The association score between CH objects !! #$% !" can be defined as the proportion of users
who agree that there is an association between the CH objects !! #$% !" , calculated as

#&&'()#*)'$+!! , !" - =

#!$%&'(! ,(" *
+&%,& !./%,01/!2.'(! ,(" *

,

(3.1)

where /&01& )$*01#(*)'$+!! , !" - is the number of CH users that interacted with both
!! #$% !" , and 2)30&+!! , !" - is the number of CH users who liked both !! #$% !" . This
measure is similar to the result found from the user-centric evaluation method; users were asked
to explore the given query and CH recommendations and then express their views on whether
they liked the recommendation. The users’ responses were averaged to provide an association
score.
CH objects’ popularity properties in the ground truth were normalised using association scores.
This was achieved by comparing the number of user interactions with CH object pairs to the
number of CH users who liked the CH object pair. The estimated number of CH users is low
if both CH objects pairs are unpopular, which requires only a reasonable number of likes to
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achieve a high association score. However, if both CH objects in the pair are popular, a large
number of CH users are estimated to interact with and like both the CH objects to achieve a
high association score. The association score values range from 0 to 1 to estimate the quality
of CH recommendations. Association scores are later used in Sections 6.4 and 8.4 to measure
the CH recommendation quality.
3.4.1.2 Prediction accuracy
It is essential to comprehend how accurate the proposed system makes rating and usage
predictions. To evaluate the ratings predictive accuracy, we used the root mean squared error
(RMSE), a widespread metric used for predictive accuracy evaluation. The RMSE between the
actual user rating and the predicted ratings is given by
3

RMSE = √|5| ∑(+,!)95(1̂+! − 1+! )6 .

(3.2)

Alternatively, the mean absolute error (MAE) is given by
3

MAE = ?|5| ∑(+.!)∈5|1̂+! − 1+! | ,

(3.3)

where 1̂+! is the predicted ratings for a test set A of user / and CH object i, and 1+! is the actual
ratings from the harvested custom dataset.
RMSE and MAE rely on the errors’ magnitudes. Unlike RMSE, MAE is a more natural average
error measurement (Willmott & Matsuura, 2005). The result obtained from Equation (3.2) is
used to compare the user score and association score.
To measure the usage prediction, a target CH user was selected, and the associated CH objects
were removed from the dataset. The system was then asked to predict a set of CH objects. In
this case, there were four possible outcomes for the hidden CH objects and the
recommendation, as shown in the confusion matrix below.
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Recommended
Not Recommended
Used
True-Positives (tp) False-Negatives (fn)
Not Used False-Positives (fp) True-Negatives (tn)
A confusion matrix presents a classification description performance in table format on a set
of known valid values from test data. From the confusion matrix above, the number of
examples that fall into the cell can be counted and the following values computed:
B10()&)'$ =

/<

(3.4)
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(3.5)

(3.6)

To improve the recall, longer CH recommendation lists are allowed. Note that the most
interested measure is Precision at N.
3.4.1.3 User satisfaction level
This metric was used to evaluate the user satisfaction level of the VSI provided for exploring
and recommending CH materials. The results obtained to measure the users’ satisfaction levels
came from the questionnaires given to the users during experiments. Two questionnaires were
presented to the participants to express their satisfaction levels using the five-point Likert scale.
Since the results came from the two questionnaires (two samples), a two-sample t-test (Moore,
1957) was performed to measure the users’ satisfaction levels of the interface. The two-sample
t-test is a statistical measure used to test the difference between two sample population means.
3.5 Conclusion
Exploiting available domain knowledge sources to improve the retrieval and recommendation
of CH materials is critical to this study. To achieve this, the current chapter developed a
conceptual methodology for integrating content and social knowledge representations
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assembled from available domain sources and creating a VSI to improve recommendations of
CH materials. This chapter also discussed another critical component – the evaluation of CH
recommendations.
Constant user interaction with the new CH recommendation approaches is essential during the
evaluation stage of the development. Nevertheless, it is not always feasible to continually ask
participants to evaluate the small changes made during the evaluation period, so the ability to
achieve this without their constant participation is critical. However, to perform such
evaluations for the recommendation of CH materials requires an open offline dataset, which is
currently not readily available. There are publicly available CH datasets, but they do not
contain user interactions. Thus, a custom dataset that incorporated user interactions and social
tagging was harvested for system-centric evaluations. This data was used to analyse the
evaluation measures for ground truth scores, such as similarity and user preferences.
The evaluation measures for ground truth similarity and user preferences are the association
score, the user prediction accuracy, and user satisfaction level of the VSI. The association score
and prediction accuracy are used throughout the study as the standard evaluation measures for
CH recommendation quality, and the user study is utilised at the end to evaluate the association
score and user prediction quality presented by the work.
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Chapter Four: Custom Dataset for Cultural Heritage Recommendations
4.1 Introduction
Digital CH materials are of different types and formats; therefore, developing rich knowledge
representations from different domain sources for the recommendation of CH materials is
critical to this research study. This development can be achieved by having a collection of CH
objects and users so that content and social knowledge representations can be assembled
directly from the collection. To exploit the collection for knowledge representations, the dataset
must contain the important features of CH objects and users’ interests. Also, since one of this
study’s priorities is to bridge the knowledge gap by integrating content and social knowledge
representations, two knowledge sources – Europeana9 and Facebook10 – are considered
available domain sources for content and social knowledge extraction, respectively. Reasons
for choosing these sources over other sources are discussed in Sections 4.2 and 4.3.
In this chapter, Europeana and Facebook are discussed in terms of their knowledge richness
and the anticipated challenges over other sources if exploited for CH recommendations. A
review of such domain knowledge sources further revealed the need for wider and more users’
interests, social tags, and metadata to enrich the dataset. Thus, a CH custom dataset was
harvested from these domain knowledge sources. Strengths and weaknesses of Europeana and
Facebook as sources of knowledge for this study are first highlighted, and then, the harvesting
process of the CH custom dataset for a novel CH RS is discussed. Finally, this chapter discusses
the comparative study between the Europeana dataset and the harvested CH custom dataset.
4.2 Europeana and the issues of extracting knowledge from its web content
The primary responsibility of museums across Europe is accumulating items of national and
worldwide importance, saving them, translating them, and opening them to as many individuals

9

https://pro.europeana.eu/resources/apis
https://developers.facebook.com/docs/apis-and-sdks/

10
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as can be reasonably expected (Ciocca et al., 2012). As the online access availability continues
to grow for people around the world, these important CH objects can be globally accessible. In
the case of Europeana, they are open-licenced sources of content knowledge, which provided
an advantage for utilising their web content for this study. Reasons for using Europeana as the
source of content and semantic knowledge are stated in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: Reasons for using Europeana
Table 3.1 Reasons for using Europeana
Reason
Discussion/Facts
Rich content

Europeana houses over 50 million digital CH materials that are

information of

accessible online (Petras et al., 2017).

digital CH objects
Open source

No licence is required to access the information.

Metadata

They have the Europeana Data Model that converges CH materials to

aggregation

metadata standards (Manguinhas, 2016).

Data quality

Data quality is their top priority; Europeana previously organised a
series of competitions to choose and support the best thoughts for
innovative reuse of digital CH materials (Manguinhas, 2016).

From the Europeana webpages (see Figure 4.1), CH objects’ textual descriptions and images
are available for knowledge extraction.
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Figure 4.1: Example of a Europeana webpage
Figurecapitalises
1Table 3.1 Reasons
foradvantages
using Europeana
Therefore, this study
on the
of Europeana’s webpages to extract content

knowledge using various tools (see Sections 4.4.1 and 4.4.2). Another source of knowledge for
this study is Facebook. Issues surrounding Facebook as a source of social knowledge for this
study are discussed in the next section.
4.3 Issues with Facebook as a source of social knowledge
Facebook, with over 2.8 billion monthly active users, remains the world’s most well-known
social network, by far, as shown in Figure 4.2. For example, 73% of internet users in the United
Kingdom use Facebook, and 55% of them retain their real-world contacts and share their
personal interests on the platform (Matz et al., 2019). Hence, Facebook represents global social
knowledge, which is useful to this study for users’ interests and social tagging.
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Figure 4.2: Active Facebook users worldwide from 2008 to 2019 (Source: Facebook, 2019)
However, despite these statistics, Facebook is surrounded by controversies and critiques,
especially with regards to data protection and privacy. Table 4.2 highlights a brief history of
some of these (notable) controversies.
Table 4.2: Summary of data privacy issues surrounding Facebook as a source of knowledge
Table
of issues and
of data
privacy surrounded by Facebook
as aand
source
of
Year4.2: Summary
Controversies
Issues
Responds
Amends
knowledge
July 2007 The issue of external privacy began when an It took Facebook more than
undergraduate student from the University of two weeks to rectify the
Virginia named Adrienne Felt discovered a issue.
loophole that could be used to inject a script to
access user profiles on the Facebook platform
(Felt & Evans, 2008).
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August

After handling the external privacy breach in This

incident

raised

2007

July, Facebook faced another challenge: concerns over the security of
internal privacy threats. These came as a custom data on the platform.
result of a source code leak by a member of
Facebook’s engineering team (Atkinson, 2007).

November Facebook introduced Beacon, a system that This action by Facebook
2007

provides access to third-party websites for raised serious data privacy
information exchange (Perez, 2007).

concerns from users. It was
later rectified by requiring
user

permission

before

publishing information.
February

An article published by the New York Times This led to the amendment of

2008

triggered concerns over data ownership. In the the Facebook Privacy Policy
article, the author revealed that Facebook did in March 2008, which allows
not provide a mechanism for users to users to delete their accounts
permanently deactivate their account and, permanently if they so wish.
thus, raised an alarm that user data could
permanently remain on Facebook’s servers
(Tufekci, 2008).

January

EPIC, a centre for controlling electronic privacy Facebook briefly suspended

2011

information, filed a lawsuit against Facebook the third-party policy to
for sharing vital user information for calm the situation but later
business

purposes

with

a

third-party, upheld the policy.

especially users under 18 (Semitsu, 2011). This
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vital information included mobile numbers and
home addresses.
March

Cambridge Analytica Scandal: In March Facebook has restricted the

2018

2018, it was discovered that Cambridge investigation firm Strategic
Analytica, a British political consulting firm Communication
that uses data for strategic communication Laboratories and its political
during electoral processes, illegally acquired arm, Cambridge Analytica,
the personal information of as many as 87 for an inability to adhere to
million users from Facebook for commercial standards
use (Common, 2018). This incident raised many treatment

regarding
of

the

personal

issues regarding users’ data privacy and information and for what
protection.

Eventually,

Mark

Zuckerberg, might be among the biggest

Facebook founder and CEO, was summoned by misuses

of

personal

the United States’ Senate and Congress for a information in US history.
public hearing titled ‘Facebook, Social Media Mark Zuckerberg issued the
Privacy, and the Use and Abuse of Data’ in following statement: ‘The
April 2018.

good news is that the most
important actions, to prevent
this from happening again
today, we have already taken
years ago. But we also made
mistakes, there’s more to do,
and we need to step up and
do it.’
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The data security and privacy issues discussed in Table 4.2 indicate that Facebook’s approach
to data protection and privacy are post-active; they act after an incident rather than before an
incident. This situation shows that Facebook does not have strong data protection or privacy
policies, despite claiming that they do. As this research needed to use Facebook as a source of
social knowledge for CH recommendations, this study implemented additional measures with
regards to personal data privacy by asking the users’ permission and stating the type of data
needed prior to using it.
The question is ‘why did this research still need to use Facebook as the source of social
knowledge despite all of these data protection and privacy issues?’ The answers and
justification are clearly stated in Table 4.3.
Table 4.3: The answers and justification for using Facebook as a knowledge source
Reasons

Justifications

Fame/popularity

Facebook has over 2.8 billion users across the globe, which, without a
doubt, makes it the most popular social network platform in the world
(Contratres et al., 2018).

Many active users Facebook has over 1.1 billion daily active users from different
knowledge backgrounds. According to Common (2018), 53% of the
current youth population accesses their daily news through Facebook,
and over 30 million applications are installed daily.
Growth strength

In the last decade, Facebook occupied 30% of the internet users, but
after ten years, it reached over 80% of the current internet users,
showing over a 50% growth increase (Common, 2018).

Development

In April 2010, through its CEO, Mark Zuckerberg, Facebook introduced

APIs and tools

new features to the Facebook developers’ platform during the F8
developer conference. These features included the All Mutual Friends
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API, Groups API, and the Open Graph Protocol. These features
provided developers access to extract knowledge from Facebook with
users’ permission for development purposes (Zuckerberg, 2010).

It is important to note that despite all of the issues surrounding Europeana and Facebook, they
were the best sources of social knowledge for this study, as shown in Sections 4.2 and 4.3. The
harvesting process of the CH custom dataset from these knowledge sources is discussed in
Section 4.4.
4.4 Harvesting a custom cultural heritage dataset
A data model that could be used for both services was required to construct a hybrid knowledge
representation and then evaluate the RSs. Thus, a personalised dataset was harvested. This
dataset was not personal; it was created from the webpages collected from Europeana’s website
for content knowledge and from Facebook’s APIs for social knowledge, such as social tagging
and users’ interests. The harvesting process had three phases, as illustrated in Figure 4.3.

Webpages
Collection from
Europeana
ScrapBook

Europeana
Webpages

Knowledge
Extraction

Database
Population

HTML Parser

SK and
CK

Tool/Method applied
Figure 4.3: Custom dataset harvesting phases
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Custom
Dataset

From Figure 4.3, the first phase of the harvesting process, webpages were collected from the
Europeana website. The second phase extracted the required content knowledge from the
gathered webpages and the social knowledge from Facebook. The extracted knowledge needed
to be stored for knowledge pre-processing (see Chapter Five). The data storage is the final
phase of the process. The three phases are discussed in Sections 4.4.1 and 4.4.2.
4.4.1 Webpage collection from Europeana
The first phase (see Figure 4.3) of the personalised dataset harvesting process was collecting
webpages from Europeana. The challenging tasks for this process phase were transforming
webpages to form content knowledge and user information for the CH dataset.
To gather the webpages from the Europeana website, different factors needed to be considered,
including the content of the web documents and what to accomplish with the webpages. For
this study, approximately 750,000 webpages were collected using the Firefox ScrapBook
crawler, a tool that automatically saves and manages webpages. ScrapBook provided an option
for the specification requirements, as shown in Figure 4.4. Each Europeana website page
contains information about two CH objects, meaning that over 1.5 million CH materials are in
the dataset collection.

Webpages

Webpages
Collection

Europeana Website
ScrapBook
Figure 4.4: ScrapBook webpage crawling process
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Generally, webpages are cluttered, with vast amounts of less informative and typically
unrelated materials. These include advertisements, navigation information, JavaScripts, CSS,
and sponsor hyperlinks. None of these are related to the main content; rather, they make the
main content very difficult to locate. Thus, a knowledge extraction application is required.
4.4.2 Knowledge extraction
The second phase of harvesting the personalised dataset for CH recommendation was
extracting content and social knowledge from the Europeana website. This phase had two parts:
content knowledge extraction and social knowledge extraction.
4.4.2.1 Content knowledge extraction
Generally, webpages are clustered with less informative materials unrelated to the main
content, as shown in Figure 4.5. This makes it very difficult to locate the required knowledge.
Within these webpages, content knowledge that describes the CH objects was expected to be
extracted.

Figure 4.5: Webpage cluttered with less informative materials
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According to the research conducted by Vosinakis and Tsakonas (2016) on museum users’ and
visitors’ interests, CH users are interested in the age (date) of the object, author or origin, image,
and geographical locations. Thus, these attributes that describe CH objects were considered
and located during the content knowledge extraction process, as shown in Figure 4.6.

Webpage
text content

Name

Attributes extracted
from web text
content

Geo. Location

Description

Date

Image

Individual attribute
document
collections
0001
0002
.
N

!!

0001
0002
.
N

0001
0002
.
N

0001
0002
.
N

!"

...

Figure 4.6: Content knowledge extraction

0001
0002
.
N

!#
Each document
represents a CH
object

Figure 4.6 describes the content knowledge extraction process, which had three stages. The
first stage was extracting important attributes (e.g. name, description, location) to generate
individual documents. In this study, the tool used for extracting the important attribute cluttered
within the webpages was the ‘lxml’ library of the Python programming language. The
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provision of a powerful API has made it the most feature-rich and simple-to-utilise library for
handling XML and HTML. The second stage involved using the individual attribute documents
to produce other text documents that represented CH objects at the final stage of the extraction
process. The important feature attributes extracted were represented as a vector D, as shown in
Equation (4.1).
H = {%3 , %6 , %? … %@ }

(4.1)

Each document %@ in D represents the important features of CH object N. The second part of
knowledge extraction was the social knowledge extraction from Facebook and its incorporation
into the dataset.
4.4.2.2 Social knowledge extraction
For this study, social knowledge, such as social tags and user’s interests and locations, were
generated using the Facebook Graph API, which obtains user data from Europeana’s Facebook
platform. The Graph API, also known as the ‘social graph’ is composed of nodes, edges, and
fields. Nodes refer to individual objects (e.g. users, a page, or comments); edges are the
connections between the collection and a single object, and fields refer to the information about
each object in the collection. The Graph API provided a method, graph.get_object(),
which acquires all of the user information related to CH objects in the collection. The user
information

is

collected

from

the

users

of

Europeana’s

Facebook

page

(https://www.facebook.com/Europeana/). For this study, the social knowledge of about 200
Facebook users that like the page was extracted.
In order to encode the meaning of extracted knowledge, DBpedia, a universal vocabulary, was
used because of its metadata enrichment potential and open accessibility. Note that the
ontology used during the semantic pre-processing in this study was the CIDOC conceptual
reference model (CRM) ontology refined by DBpedia (see Chapter Five for further details).
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DBpedia is an open-source network push to extract organised content from data created in
different Wikimedia projects using linked data and semantic web technologies (Lehmann et
al., 2015). This is organised as an open knowledge graph, which is accessible over the web and
stores information in a machine-readable format, providing a way for data to be gathered,
composed, shared, sought, and used. DBpedia contains knowledge from over 100 various
language versions of Wikipedia. DBpedia extracted knowledge from the English version of
Wikipedia, which is the largest version, consisting of over 400 million facts that describe 3.7
million objects (Lehmann et al., 2015). The universal vocabulary also extracted knowledge
from other language versions of Wikipedia, consisting of 1.46 billion facts that describe ten
million additional objects (Ismayilov et al., 2018). For example, Europeana uses DBpedia as a
vocabulary to enrich and improve its metadata collections by exploiting the semantic relations
and translations it provides.
Petras et al. (2017) showed how Europeana utilised DBpedia to enrich their metadata. For this
research, a feasibility study was carried out on the possibility of using DBpedia as the
vocabulary for Europeana’s Facebook user data.
Europeana Facebook user data vs DBpedia: Analysing the possibilities of using DBpedia
as the vocabulary for Facebook user data
To observe the feasibility of using DBpedia as a vocabulary tool for describing user data
generated from Facebook, a preliminary experiment was set up. In the experiment, data from
186 Facebook user profiles, which comprises users’ interests and activities, were evaluated
after querying each term from the dataset against DBpedia for successful results. The data
model used by DBpedia is the resource description framework (RDF) (Ismayilov et al., 2018).
The RDF is a metadata data model for data interchange of web-implemented information.
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The user data generated from the 186 Facebook users’ profiles comprised the users’ interests
in books, paintings, music, and movies. To query each term from the Facebook users’ profiles
against the DBpedia dataset, SPARQL was applied because of its compatibility with DBpedia.
SPARQL is a semantic query language that manipulates and retrieves information stored in an
RDF format. However, in Europeana’s Facebook user data, it was observed that a single term
could have multiple meanings in the DBpedia dataset, leading to ambiguity. For example, the
term ‘Paris’ may refer to many things, such as places or movies, in the DBpedia dataset (see:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paris_(disambiguation)), which provided the diversity of finding
relevant concepts. The term to ambiguity ratio was calculated using the formula (ambiguity
percentage function) provided by Gallagher (2013):
L1 =

3AA
.

3

∑.3 M1 − O .
B

(4.2)

!

Ac is the ambiguity percentage for a single user’s interest category c; n represents the total
number of terms in c, and h is the total number of hits for a single term in c. Figure 4.7 presents
the results obtained from the preliminary experiment.
As stated earlier, Europeana’s Facebook users’ interests were categorised into books, paintings,
music, and movies. Therefore, to find the meaning of the extracted terms from Europeana’s
Facebook users’ data, each term was queried individually in DBpedia. The percentage of
related users’ interest concepts found from the successful queries and the related concept pages
established against the queries are presented by the blue bar in Figure 4.7. For example, from
the results obtained, 80% of the queries in ‘movies’ were successful, while approximately 54%
of the queries in ‘paintings’ were successful.
However, for some queries, DBpedia could not return a single concept page. Such results are
called ambiguous and are represented by the orange bar. In this case, the ambiguity percentage
of each category was higher than that of the successful queries of each category. Therefore,
from the results obtained, the ambiguity ratios clearly showed that social data required a
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semantic pre-processing (see Section 5.5) before being used to avoid misrepresentation of
terms, which is one of the content knowledge representations challenges address in this study.
The preliminary experiment further revealed that the social data extracted from Europeana’s
Facebook page could be used for this study.
100
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% of Query Results from 86 FB users
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% of Ambiguity

Figure 4.7: The results obtained from the preliminary experiment

4.5 Custom cultural heritage dataset
In this section, the harvested custom CH dataset is discussed. The dataset consists of CH
objects, metadata, and social tags from users.
4.5.1. CH objects
There are roughly 680,000 CH objects in the dataset collection; each object has a corresponding
text file that describes its content features. The CH objects were divided into five groups:
artwork, natural, science and technology, archaeology, and world culture. Artwork comprises
paintings and statues. Natural objects include animals and minerals, and science and technology
objects are documents that describe ancient technologies and medicine. The CH objects that
illustrate different cultures around the globe, e.g. Chinese and African clothing, and historical
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documents are categorised under world culture. Figure 3.8 presents a summary of the CH object
categories in the dataset.

2%
15%
38%

5%

Artwork
Natural
Science & Technology
Arcaheology
World Culture

40%

Figure 4.8: Categories of cultural heritage objects in the dataset
In the dataset collection, a majority of the CH objects came from artwork, followed by the
science and technology category.
4.5.2. Metadata
Metadata in the dataset was generated from Europeana (see Section 3.4.2), which indicated that
the available metadata is rich in the collection. As stated earlier, there are around 680,000
objects in the collection. These objects were created by approximately 358 originators, authors,
or artists across various times. Table 4.4 shows the periods when the CH objects originated.
Table 4.4: Cultural heritage objects’ origination periods

Centuries

Number of CH objects

% in the dataset collection

20th Century

258,471

38.0

19th Century

267,814

39.4

18th Century

35,401

5.2

Before 18th Century

102,547

15.1
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Unknown

15,767

2.3

Most of the CH objects in the dataset collection came from the nineteenth century. Although
fewer objects came from the eighteenth century, their creation periods were spread across all
the centuries, making them more diverse.
4.5.3. Social tags
Social tags are keywords or tags generated electronically by users as a way to describe CH
objects’ contents. A total of 4,383 unique social tags were extracted and incorporated into the
custom dataset collection. Each CH object had an average of 75 social tags assigned to it. The
standard deviation is 0.66, which is a 1.47% error margin. The highest and lowest number of
social tags assigned to a single CH object were 73 and 0, respectively. Approximately nine of
the CH objects had no social tag assigned to them.
4.5.4 Cultural heritage users and their interests
The custom dataset has roughly 130,000 users with their interests on over 600,000 CH objects.
Each user is presented along with their CH objects of interest. Nearly 80% of the users have at
least one CH object that they expressed interest in. Less than 15% of the users in the dataset
show no interest in any of the CH objects.
4.6 Comparison between Europeana and the custom cultural heritage dataset
There are over 50 million records in the Europeana collections. These records, which include
CH objects such as artefacts, arts, books, audio clips, and newspapers, are represented in 271
different datasets (e.g. medical illustration, artwork, and painting datasets) by Europeana.11
These datasets are free and open-licenced to use for research. For this study, five different
datasets from Europeana were merged to form a single dataset named ‘Europeana Dataset’,
which contained around 701,000 CH objects. In this section, a comparative study between the
11

https://pro.europeana.eu/resources/datasets
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Europeana dataset and the harvested custom CH dataset is evaluated and discussed in terms of
their social data richness.
Both the custom CH and Europeana datasets are clean and structured. These strengths give
room for a comparative experiment. Figure 4.9 presents the comparative results between the
two datasets in terms of the social tagging distribution. The blue graph area shows the social
tagging distribution of the customly constructed CH dataset, while the red graph area presents
that of the Europeana dataset.
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Figure 4.9: Social tags distribution comparison between the Europeana and custom cultural heritage
datasets
From the results presented, it can be seen that the Europeana dataset has a maximum number
of around 35 social tags per CH object, while the custom dataset has a maximum of about 75
tags, which shows that Europeana has limited number of social tags when compared with the
custom dataset. It also shows that as the number of social tags increases, the total number of
CH objects that have that many social tags decreases, which is a normal trend. This is because
most of the data generated by online users are tagged toward objects’ popularity. From the
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results obtained, it can be concluded that the custom dataset is richer than Europeana’s in terms
of social data.
4.7 Conclusion
The dataset is one of the critical aspects of running RS algorithm training and experiments. To
produce CH recommendations, the required dataset must be rich with content and social
knowledge. The performance of the recommendation techniques also depends on the richness
of the dataset. This chapter discussed the importance of building a dataset that contains the
required knowledge to produce quality CH recommendations. Therefore, a custom dataset was
harvested from two available knowledge sources, Facebook and Europeana. Reasons for
choosing Europeana and Facebook were detailed in this chapter; see Tables 4.1 and 4.3.
Europeana was chosen as the source of content knowledge because of its content information
richness and the data model that convergences CH materials to metadata standards and because
it is open-source. Facebook has an edge over other sources of social knowledge because of its
popularity and large number of active users, growth strength, and development tools and APIs
available to build CH recommendations. The custom dataset used in this study was developed
using Europeana and Facebook.
The custom dataset harvested was compared with the Europeana dataset (see Section 4.6), and
the results show that it outperformed the Europeana dataset in terms of its richness in social
data. Thus, the custom dataset has more social knowledge, such as social tags, because of the
additional social information acquired from Facebook.
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Chapter Five: Integrating Content and Social Knowledge Representations
5.1 Introduction
The challenges of CH recommendations that this study addresses are the cold-start problem,
out of context recommendations, and similar objects but bad recommendations. These
Challenges were discussed in Chapter two (see Section 2.4.1, 2.4.2, and 2.4.3).
The CH recommendation challenges are addressed by providing multiple novel knowledge
representations assembled from various available domain sources. When a cold-start problem
exists, content knowledge representation can be used instead of social knowledge
representation to the address the problem (Lika et al., 2014b). However, it is clear from the
literature that social knowledge representations produce better CH material recommendations
than content knowledge presentations (Wei et al., 2017).
Therefore, integrating content and social knowledge representations provided the opportunity
to achieve both cold-start discovery and high-quality recommendations simultaneously
(Aslanian et al., 2016). The challenge was retaining the content knowledge representation
strength for a cold-start discovery together with the quality recommendations of the social
knowledge representation, as shown in Figure 5.1. The cold-start discovery was measured by
the number of user interactions; CH objects with few or no user interactions were discovered
as cold-start objects.

Recommendation Quality

High
Content
Social
Hybrid

Low

Low

User Interactions

High

Figure 5.1: Balancing recommendation quality and cold-start discovery
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This chapter discusses the characteristics of each knowledge representation and how they were
successfully combined to bridge the semantic and social knowledge gaps for CH
recommendations. Quality recommendation evaluations of each knowledge representation are
discussed later in this chapter.
5.2 Knowledge representation
To combine content and social knowledge representations, it is important to discuss the features
of each knowledge representation. The process of knowledge representation consists of three
steps: knowledge pre-processing, knowledge analysis, and result interpretation (Amatriain et
al., 2011). These three steps are carried out in succession, similar to the approach discussed in
Chapter Two (Section 2.4.4).
This section discusses the two knowledge representations (content and social) assembled from
domain sources (Europeana and Facebook), according to the three processing steps of
knowledge representations.
5.2.1 Content knowledge representation
Content knowledge representations describe the important features of CH objects, such as
origin (name), description, age (date), geographical location, and image. From Chapter Four
(see Section 4.4.2), the output of knowledge extraction is D, a set of documents (d1 d2,…. dn).
Note that each document represents a CH object’s feature description. For content knowledge
representation, the dataset D needed to be pre-processed before conducting the knowledge
analysis, using appropriate techniques and methods for interpretation to produce CH
recommendations.
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5.2.1.1 Knowledge pre-processing
At this stage, before distance measurements and dimensional reductions, the syntactic and
semantic pre-processing was conducted to generate a bag of terms (T) from D and group the
CH objects in the collection according to their semantic relations.
Syntactic pre-processing includes tokenisation, stop-word removal, and stemming. However,
in this study, stemming was skipped to avoid poor semantic representation during the semantic
pre-processing. The stemming algorithms generate a stemmed form of knowledge with
vocabularies that cannot be understood during the semantic pre-processing. Tokenisation is the
process of converting the documents in D into a collection of tokens. Each token represents a
term (t) belonging to T. In general, tokenisation excludes punctuation, digits, and nonalphabetical characters, but for this research, digits were included as part of the tokens because
a CH object’s date (digit type) is one of the important attributes considered. The tokens
generated from tokenisation contain unwanted terms called stop-words. Stop-words include a
short function and frequent terms, such as is, what, when, which, and so on. The method
Stop_word()was applied to remove stop-words from the tokens collection and produce T.
T = {*3 *6 *? . . . *C }

(5.1)

In this study, the knowledge representation model used for content representation was the
vector space model, a matrix-based model, as shown in Table 5.1. The reasons for that decision
were discussed in Chapter Two (see Section 2.2.2).
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Table 5.1: Vector space model
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T.6

dn

…..
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In Table 5.1, each document d is a vector in n-dimensional space. Thus, a matrix W is generated
to present the weight of terms in the CH object document, as shown in Equation (5.4). The
weight term is calculated using term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) to avoid
bias towards occurrences of a term in documents (Lops et al., 2011). TF-IDF is the statistical
measure that reflects how imperative a term is to a CH object’s document in the collection.
@

DF − UHF(*C , %. ) = DF(*C , %. ). log .

(5.2)

#

N and nk are the number of a CH object’s documents in the collection and the number of a CH
object’s documents in which term tm has occurred at least once, respectively.
DF(*C , %. ) =

>$,&

(5.3)

C0D>$,&

YC,. denotes the frequencies of all of the terms tm that occur in the CH object’s document dn .
Thus, W is generated as

&!!
"= % ⋮
&&!

&!"
⋮

&!$ … &!%
⋮

&&"
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⋮

&&$ … &&%

),

(5.4)

where &&%

=

'()*+(,-! , .$ /
&
0∑|(|
%)* '()*+(,-% , .$ /

.

(5.5)

Equation (5.5) is the cosine normalisation assumption of Equation (5.2). This is for the T.C to
fall within the [0,1] interval.
Semantic pre-processing is one of the vital stages of knowledge pre-processing in this study, to
produce CH objects relationship matrix (Equation [5.8]),which is when semantic relationships
between words are identified. This is important in order to allow matching of terms to take into
account semantic relatedness beyond the exact text. For example, from Figure 5.3, the terms
‘John Alexander’ and ‘Edwin Austin Abbey’ should match because they are semantically
related; they are both ‘painters/artists’ from the ‘18th century’, even though they are textually
different.

Nationality
British

American
Painter/Artist
Edwin
Austin
Abbey

John
Alexander
18th century

A

B

Figure 5.3: Venn diagram of cultural heritage objects’ description properties
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Figure 5.3 presented the venn diagram of two CH objects description property sets, say A and
B. The red oval represent name or origin of the object, while the blue oval represent the other
properties describing the CH objects.
Relatedness was constructed using the CIDOC CRM ontology refined by DBpedia to group the
terms that shared a semantic relationship. The CIDOC CRM provided definitions and a formal
structure for depicting the implicit and explicit ideas, as well as the connections used in the
documentation of digital CH objects. The relatedness was expressed as a semantic proximity
set of terms TX from different assignments, as described in Equation (5.6). Note that TX∈ T,
such that *[1 is a subset of T that belongs to c category group of CH.
D\ = [*[3 , *[6 , … *[1 ]

(5.6)

In case of this study, there are five category group of CH objects (see Section 4.5.1). Therefore,
c=5
From D and TX, a semantic category nxc group matrix, G, was generated, as shown in Table
5.2 and described in Equation (5.7).
Table 5.2: Presentation of a semantic category grouping
_`E _`F ….. _`G

d1 a33 a36 ….. a31
d2 a63 a66 ….. a61
.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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.
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.
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.

.

.

dn a.3 a.6 ….. a.1
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(5.7)

%%# … %%$

1 )Y %. ∈ *[1
where a.1 = b
0 '*ℎ01T)&0
From Equation (5.7), another matrix R was generated to present the semantic relations between
a CH object’s documents. In this case, a probabilistic method was used to predict to which
category a particular CH object belonged.

*!!

*!"

)= $ ⋮

⋮
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where

*&2 =

*!# … *!$
⋮

*%"

∑(-4+ ∶6$+ 7 !)

(∑+* -4+ ∶ 6$+ 7!)

⋮

(,

(5.8)

*%# … *%$

; c is the number of CH object semantic category groups.

To have a complete content knowledge representation for this study, + and ) were
transformed into a single knowledge representation, C:
T33
e= f ⋮
T.3

T36
⋮
T.6

T3? … T3C 133
⋮

⋮

h ⋮

T.? … T.C 1.3

136

13? … 131

⋮

⋮

1.6

⋮

i.

(5.9)

1.? … 1.1

The first part of the content knowledge presents the term’s weight of a CH object’s documents
in the collection, while the last part presents the semantic relationship’s weight across CH
objects in the collection. The similarity distance between the CH objects was calculated using
cosine similarity. Thus, similarity distance is presented as
!

,-./0& , 0' 2 = " 3

∑& )&' .)&(
+∑& )&' ) .,∑& )&( )

+

∑* -*' .-*(
+∑* -*' ) .,∑* -*( )

5.

(5.10)

To illustrate this further with a toy example, for example, given three CH objects %3 , %6 , and
%? with dimension m = 2, their similarity distance can be calculated as follows:
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t_1

t_2

r_1

r_2

d_1

0.92
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0.2

0.4

d_2
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0.5
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where !"#(%+ , %, ) = 0.63, and similarly, !"#(%+ , %3 ) = 0.91. Therefore, from the example
given above, the CH object %3 is more similar to %? than %6 .
5.2.2 Social knowledge representation
The social knowledge representation is the representation of knowledge that describes (i) CH
users’ preferences obtained from social tagging and (ii) users’ interests gathered from their
social activities on social networks (Europeana’s Facebook page). The social knowledge
representation was developed from user interactions applied to a CH object. Therefore, from
the custom dataset harvested in Chapter four, a user-interaction nxt matrix, UI, was generated,
as shown in Table 5.3 and described in Equation (5.11).
Table 5.2: Presentation of a user interactions
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O3
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(
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where /)./ is the number of interactions of user Ut on CH object On.
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(5.11)

From Equation (5.11), user interaction was aggregated across all users, such that each social
context had a weight when applied to a CH object, represented as a Euclidean vector S.

! = [%! %" ⋯ %# ]

(5.12)

where %# = ∑$%&! )#$
Unlike content knowledge representation, each CH object’s social context vector s contained a
sparsity of social data because it had a single dimension for every CH object’s social context.
Thus, the number of CH objects was the number of vector s dimensions.
To illustrate this further with a toy example, for example, given three CH objects and three
users. The social knowledge representation will be:
U_1

U_2

U_3

O_1

3

0

4

O_2

5

1

0

O_3

0

0

0

! = [2.3,2.0,0.0]
5.3 Integrating content and social knowledge representations
In Chapter Two (see Section 2.2), different recommendation techniques were discussed on the
provision of quality recommendations. Each technique has its own individual limitations, hence
the idea of a hybrid approach to mitigate these limitations. However, the existing hybrid
techniques group the content knowledge representations with respect to their similarity
distances and then integrate them with a social knowledge representation. These approaches
presume that each content representation of CH objects is meaningful, but that is not the case
in the CH domain because of its diversity.
The content and social knowledge representations describe the CH objects’ content features
and semantic relations and their social relationships with the users. If these representations are
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combined, there is a high likelihood that the social relationships will be ignored when producing
CH recommendations (Ge & Persia, 2017; Pavlidis, 2018). For example, it is possible for a CH
object with an r-value greater than 0.5 (see Equation [5.8]) to not be categorised within the
designated category group; as a result, its social relationship might not be captured. In order to
avoid such a scenario, this study integrated content and social knowledge representations in
such a way that these relationships would not be ignored.
To integrate the available knowledge representations, content representation C and social
representation S were concatenated to form a new vector I:

7 = [:! … :/ *! … *$ ,! … ,. ] ,

(5.12)

where m, c, and t represent the dimensions of each CH object’s content weight, semantic
relations, and social relations vectors, respectively. This integration provided the opportunity
to measure the correlations between a CH object’s content and its social relationships with
users. It is crucial to identify these correlations to reduce the sparsity challenge. This can be
done by generalising the vector I. For this study, the Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) technique
was applied to generalise vector I. The reason for this decision was discussed in Chapter Two,
Sub-section 2.4.4.2.
5.3.1 Generalisation by latent semantic analysis
Generalisation refers to your model's capacity to adjust appropriately to new, previously
unseen knowledge, drawn from the same collection as the one used to make the model. There
are different generalisation techniques such as LSA. LSA is an effective generalisation
technique for analysing relationships between a set of CH objects and the knowledge they
contain by developing a group of concepts related to the CH objects and knowledge
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representations, providing room to uncover and exploit the relationships between the
knowledge representations.
Therefore, LSA was used to generalise the integrated knowledge representation, as described
in Equation (5.12), without hindering the social relationships between CH objects and users.
The vector I was transformed into CH object matrix I:

7!!
⎡
⋮
⎢
⎢ 7/!
⎢ 7(/3!)!
⋮
7= ⎢
⎢ 7(/3$)!
⎢7
⎢ (/3$3!)!
⋮
⎢
⎣ 7(/3$3.)!

⋮

7!"

7/"

7(/3!)"
⋮
7(/3$)"
7(/3$3!)"
⋮
7(/3$3.)"

…
⋮
…
…
⋮
⋯
⋯
⋮
⋯

7!1

⎤
⎥
7/1 ⎥
7(/3!)1 ⎥
⎥,
⋮
7(/3$)1 ⎥
7(/3$3!)1 ⎥
⎥
⋮
⎥
7(/3$3.)1 ⎦
⋮

(5.13)

where N is the total number of CH objects in the collection. It is important to note that each
column in Equation (5.13) represents the integrated knowledge (combination of content and
social knowledge) vector I for an individual CH object. In order to ensure that no knowledge
representation overpowered the others and to maintain the social relations, each CH object’s
integrated knowledge vector was normalised to a unit vector using SVD (Amatriain et al.,
2011). Normalisation is the process of rearranging knowledge so that there is no data
redundancy, so all related knowledge are stored together, and so their dependencies are logical.
For example, whenever a particular CH object is dependent on another, the knowledge of two
CH objects should be kept within the same proximity. For this study, SVD was used as the
basis of LSA to normalise the integrated knowledge vector.
SVD is a powerful matrix factorisation technique that lowers the dimensional feature space
without interrupting the actual semantic and social concepts in the input matrix. Using the SVD
approach, matrix I (see Equation [4.11]) was decomposed into U = jkG M such that the columns
U and V were the eigenvectors of UU M and U M U, respectively. The k represents the diagonal
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matrix that contains a positive singular value. Therefore, UU M and U M U were computed before
computing the SVD of I:
L = UU M

(5.14)

l = UM U

(5.15)

Equation (5.14) presents the correlations with respect to CH objects, while Equation (5.15)
contains CH object correlations with respect to knowledge representations. The key issue of
decomposing I using SVD is computing the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the correlation
matrices A and B. Therefore, integrated knowledge I is decomposed and normalised into LklM ,
where k is a diagonal matrix of positive singular value.
5.3.2 The impact of generalisation
To understand whether generalising the integrated content and social knowledge representation
using SVD has an impact when a CH object’s vector is projected, both normalised and unnormalised input matrices I were considered. For example, in Figure 5.4, which presents the
input matrix describing the content, semantic relations, and social tags vectors of each CH
object, CH objects O3 and O5 suffer cold-start; the weight of all social knowledge for the CH
objects are zeros. It can also be observed that CH objects O1, O2, and O4 are represented by
both content and social knowledge.
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O1

O2

O3

O4

O5

0.234
0.563
0.235
0.427
0.802
0.631
0.551
0
0.574
0.002
0.365
0.631

0.176
0.422
0.176
0.32
0
0.473
0.413
0.514
0.431
0.002
0.274
0.473

0.554
0.235
0.741
0.653
0.441
0.257
0
0
0
0
0
0

0.334
0.694
0.741
0.652
0.634
0.257
0.476
0.637
0.585
0.002
0.372
0.644

0.239
0.574
0.24
0.436
0.818
0.644
0
0
0
0
0
0

Figure 5.4: Example of integrated content and social knowledge

To learn the correlation across each dimension, the sample matrix was generalised using LSA.
After the generalisation, the weights of the matrix were represented by learning the subspaces
of each unprotected CH object vector using SVD:
!m. = !. kG M ,

(5.16)

where !. is the column vector of CH object n from the input matrix in Figure 5.4.
The result obtained is presented in Figure 5.5. The social knowledge dimensions corresponding
to the CH objects affected by cold-start are highlighted in bold and yellow. The figure clearly
indicates that after LSA, social knowledge was proliferated into the knowledge representation
for the CH objects affected by cold-start. This happens as a result of the content knowledge
representation coordinating a strong concept of social knowledge identified by LSA.
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O1
0.631
0.249
0.629
0.370
0.096
0.200
0.259
0.462
0.241
0.621
0.438
0.200

O2
0.754
0.375
0.754
0.495
0.187
0.325
0.384
0.289
0.366
0.351
0.562
0.325

O3
0.256
0.629
0.130
0.185
0.356
0.590
0.492
0.708
0.633
0.490
0.367
0.719

O4

O5

0.476
0.159
0.130
0.186
0.198
0.590
0.322
0.196
0.233
0.324
0.429
0.191

0.622
0.241
0.620
0.361
0.087
0.191
0.492
0.708
0.633
0.490
0.367
0.719

Figure 5.5: Generalised matrix of integrated content and social knowledge

5.4 Evaluation of integrated content and social knowledge representation
The main purpose of integrating content and social knowledge representation is to improve the
recommendation quality and increase the discovery rate of cold-start CH objects. Three
knowledge representations were evaluated:
•

Content – the knowledge representation described in Section 5.2.1 used for the
provision of CH recommendations

•

Social – the social tags and user activities’ knowledge representation extracted from
Facebook and described in Section 5.2.2 that provided a yardstick recommendation
quality

•

Integrated – the combination of content and social knowledge representation defined
in Section 5.3
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The recommendation quality for this evaluation was measured from the similarity measure of
CH objects. The approach used for the similarity measure was cosine similarity (Ahn, 2008).
This approach considers the CH objects’ vectors On and computes their association distances
as the cosine angle that they form:

cos/F& , F' 2 =

56' ⋅6( 8
∥6' ∥∥6( ∥

,

(5.17)

where ⋅, ∥ !! ∥, #$% ∥ !" ∥ are the dot product and the norms of vectors !! and !" , respectively.
5.4.1 Evaluation results and discussion
From the results shown in Figure 5.6, the integrated and social knowledge representations
outperform the content knowledge representation. This comes as a result of the strong social
knowledge present in the representations, which produces a better-quality recommendation.
However, for the first two CH recommendations made, there was not much difference between
the integrated and social knowledge representations in terms of the CH recommendation
quality. This was also true when more than 12 recommendations were produced.
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Social

Content

Association similarity distance
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Number of CH recommendations

Figure 5.6: Evaluation results without cold-start cultural heritage objects
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It is important to note that only around 3% of the CH objects in the dataset collection used for
this evaluation were cold-start CH objects, which is why the integrated and content knowledge
representations are closely similar. However, when there is a higher rate of cold-start CH
objects present, the integrated and social representations’ similarities might differ. To evaluate
that, social knowledge was removed randomly across 25% of the CH objects in the collection,
and the result is presented in Figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.7: Evaluation result with cold-start cultural heritage objects injected
From Figure 5.7, it can be observed that integrated and social knowledge representations
continue to outperform the content knowledge representation. However, when comparing the
integrated and social knowledge representations, there is a significant difference in terms of
CH recommendation quality, which comes as a result of the cold-start CH objects present in
the collection. This concludes that the cold-start problem can significantly affect the CH
recommendation quality of the social knowledge representation. However, the integrated
knowledge representation augments the social knowledge by identifying the lower concepts
within the CH objects and learning from the objects with strong social knowledge to propagate
the knowledge into the representation that lacks social knowledge. This shows that the
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integrated knowledge representation provides better quality recommendations than the content
and social knowledge representations.
5.5 Summary
In general, social knowledge representation provides better quality CH recommendations than
content knowledge representation. However, social representations suffer sparsity of social
knowledge in some cases, leading to the problem of cold-start CH objects, which lack social
knowledge representations.
To address the challenge of social knowledge sparsity within the representations, both content
and social knowledge were integrated into a single knowledge representation to augment the
limitations affecting both representations. LSA was applied to generalise the integrated
knowledge representation, which provided a new concept area to accommodate both content
and social knowledge in a single representation. After the investigation, it was also revealed
that the generalisation of these representations affected the overall CH recommendation
performance.
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Chapter Six: Dynamic Hybrid Cultural Heritage Recommendations
6.1 Introduction
This chapter is an extension of Chapter Five, which discussed the CH object recommendation
challenges and how integrating the content and social knowledge representations addressed
these challenges. However, it is clear from the literature that weak representations of social
knowledge reduce the quality of CH object recommendations. The social knowledge
representation produces a better recommendation quality than the content knowledge
representation, but it suffers from cold-start. Thus, a dynamic hybrid approach was proposed
to further address the drawback of social knowledge representations so that the influence of
each knowledge representation differed, depending on the current user status.
The hybrid approach, as discussed in Chapter Five, assembled knowledge representations from
a static combination of knowledge. However, this chapter extends the discussion to a dynamic
hybrid approach that combines the social knowledge representation and integrated knowledge
representation (discussed in Chapter Five) for CH recommendations so that the influence of
each knowledge representation depends on the current user status. It is important to note that
integrated knowledge representation is the combination of the content and social knowledge
representations, while a hybrid representation is the further combination of the integrated and
social knowledge representations to produce dynamic hybrid CH recommendations.
This chapter discusses the motivation for using integrated and social knowledge representations
to develop the dynamic hybrid representation. The proposed dynamic hybrid approach is then
evaluated by comparing the CH object recommendation quality with that of the social and
integrated knowledge representations. This demonstrates the effect that each knowledge
representation has on the discovery of cold-start.
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6.2 Motivation for using integrated and social knowledge representations in dynamic
hybrid cultural heritage recommendations
Many of the existing hybrid methods incorporate content into a social knowledge representation
to produce static hybrid recommendations, as presented in the previous chapter. In some
domains, this approach has an advantage because the content knowledge that describes an item
is always available and meaningful. This creates an implicit link between social and content
representations and, thus, reduces cold-start.
However, in the CH domain, the specific knowledge that describes the content and social
knowledge shows that incorporating content into social knowledge may not be an ideal
approach for a dynamic hybrid recommendation of CH materials. CH object content features
describe CH types, authors, locations, and dates, while the social representation features highlevel knowledge, for example, CH users’ opinions, social tags, and metadata. This apparent
difference between the knowledge representations limits the ability to produce dynamic hybrid
CH recommendations.
Integrated knowledge representation, as discussed in Chapter Five, provides an alternative way
to produce dynamic hybrid CH recommendations. This is because there is a link between social
and integrated knowledge representations; they share similar knowledge properties that can be
introduced to the definition process of dynamic hybrid CH recommendations. Learning
integrated knowledge representations can also overcome the problem introduced by content
representations for processing dynamic hybrid CH recommendations.
Therefore, the dynamic hybrid CH recommendations presented in this chapter combine the
learned integrated knowledge for each CH object with the object’s social knowledge. These
knowledge representations are always available to address cold-start problems and improve the
recommendation quality of CH materials. To develop dynamic hybrid CH recommendations,
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two development stages are discussed: the method of selecting which knowledge representation
to include in the hybrid system and the combination of two knowledge representations into a
hybrid CH recommendation.
6.3 Selecting the best integrated knowledge
The integrated knowledge representation described in Chapter Five combines the content
knowledge of each CH object and the social knowledge that occurs as a result of user
interactions with the object. The content-based approach retrieves the top K most similar CH
objects that are associated with the social knowledge representation to a query as CH
recommendations. The similarity is measured using cosine similarity (Equation [5.17]).
However, this similarity varies depending on the user query. Therefore, a consistent weighting
is required after every user query. The CH object recommendations – CH objects most similar
to the user query – can be presented as a rank list, such that the nearest neighbour to the CH
object is k = 1. The weight of social knowledge of each CH object in the ranked list is calculated
as
3

T$ = $ ,

(6.1)

where T$ is the weight of kth CH object in the ranked list, ranging from 1 to K.
Therefore, the integrated knowledge representation I for a given user query is calculated as
p" = ∑N
!O3 T$ !" (3) ,

(6.2)

where !" (3) is jth CH object’s weight in the integrated knowledge vector (see Figure 5.5), at
position k in the ranked lists. Using Equation (6.2), each CH object’s integrated knowledge was
measured according to its position and original strength in the nearest neighbours ranked list.
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To produce CH recommendations, cosine similarity was used. Cosine similarity measures the
similarity based on the CH social knowledge strength assigned to each CH object. However,
since social and integrated knowledge are included in the hybrid CH recommendations, each
knowledge representation’s non-zero-dimension differences can lead to a low recommendation
quality. For CH objects that are rich in social knowledge, the power to produce strong CH
material recommendations is desirable, but introducing too much integrated knowledge may
reduce such power.
To overcome the challenge of weakening power to produce strong CH recommendations by
introducing integrated knowledge, the size of integrated knowledge to be included in a hybrid
recommendation was restricted. Each integrated knowledge had a corresponding strength that
could decide which to include in the hybrid CH recommendation.
6.4 Weighting social and integrated knowledge
The previous section revealed that the richness of social knowledge on CH objects influences
which knowledge representations to include in a hybrid CH recommendation. This can be
achieved by introducing weighting parameters on each representation. Therefore, the vector h
of a dynamic hybrid representation is defined as
ℎ" = αU" + (1 − α)s"

(6.3)

0, )Y [ ≥ w
&/(ℎ *ℎ#*: α = u
,
≠ 0, '*ℎ01T)&0
where i and s are the vectors of integrated and social knowledge, respectively. Note that both i
and s are normalised before computing the hybrid vector h. The value ∝ controls the influence
of both integrated and social knowledge, where [ and w are the average numbers of user
interactions in integrated and social knowledge representations, respectively.
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To determine how the influence of social and integrated knowledge changes as the number of
user interactions increases, another experiment was conducted to set α values for hybrid
representations, and the result is presented in Figure 6.1. The quality of recommendations
achieved by integrated and social representations was calculated for different values of user
interactions.
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Figure 6.1: Recommendation quality of integrated and social knowledge representations from different
values of user interactions

In Figure 6.1, the values of α are set from 0 to 0.5 at an interval of 0.1 to produce a hybrid
representation. The values 0 and 0.5 were selected as the lower and upper boundaries,
respectively, to guarantee at least an equal weight of user interaction between social and
integrated knowledge representations since social representation is a stronger representation
for CH recommendations if there is a sufficient number of user interactions.
6.5 Evaluation of the hybrid representation for cultural heritage recommendations
To evaluate the hybrid representation, its recommendation quality was compared with the
quality of CH recommendations when the integrated knowledge representation was used. The
result obtained provided further insights into the effects of hybrid representation on CH objects
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with cold-start and a significant number of user interactions. The recommendation quality was
measured using the association score (see Equation [3.1]).
6.5.1 Recommendation quality
The recommendation quality achieved against the number of CH recommendations by using
the integrated and hybrid representations is presented in Figure 6.2. The blue represents the
recommendation quality achieved using the integrated knowledge representation, while the red
line represents the recommendation quality produced using the hybrid knowledge
representation. The hybrid representation produced better quality recommendations across all
of the CH recommendations than those produced by the integrated knowledge representation.

Figure 6.2: Quality of the recommendations produced by the hybrid representation

The better recommendation quality achieved by the hybrid representation over the integrated
representation comes as a result of the new social knowledge introduced into the knowledge
representation via integrated knowledge. For CH objects that do not require user interactions,
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a hybrid representation provides a controlled approach to recommending CH objects by
exploiting other CH objects’ social knowledge.
6.5.2 Effects on the cold-start discovery
In the previous section, the quality improvement of CH object recommendation was achieved
by introducing integrated knowledge representation into the hybrid representation. To have a
better understanding of how CH objects’ user interactions affected the recommendation quality,
the effect on cold-start discovery via hybrid representation was examined. Cold-start CH
objects (objects that have no user interaction) were injected into the collection, giving
approximately 25% of CH objects in the collection no user interaction. The results obtained are
presented in Figure 6.3.

Figure 6.3: Rate of cultural heritage recommendation discovery with respect to the number of
cultural heritage objects’ user interactions (UI)
The results presented in Figure 6.3 show the cold-start discovery rate of CH objects using social
and hybrid representations. The upper segment of the results shows the rate of discovery of CH
objects with more than 20 but fewer than 30 user interactions. In this case, the hybrid
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representation improves more in discovery rate than the social knowledge representation as the
number of CH recommendations increases. When the user interactions are fewer than 20 but
more than ten, there are no significant changes between the two methods when three CH
recommendations are measured, but the discovery rate of the hybrid representation begins
improving from four CH recommendations. However, in the case of CH objects with fewer
than ten user interactions, the curves fluctuate; there are no significant changes between the
two methods of social and hybrid representations.
6.6 Summary
To a certain extent, the cold-start problem affects the recommendation quality in the CH
domain. An increased number of user interactions on CH objects increases the recommendation
quality. Thus, the ability to augment the sparsity of user interactions within a social knowledge
representation opens up the opportunity to improve the CH recommendation quality for all CH
objects, which the hybrid representation provided.
This chapter described an approach to further augment the sparsity within a social knowledge
representation without directly including the content of CH objects. The content knowledge
representation describes the features of CH objects, but the social knowledge representation
often presents users’ interactions and opinions. Thus, the content knowledge representation is
incompatible with being directly included in a dynamic hybrid representation for CH object
recommendations. Instead, the integrated knowledge representation, discussed in Chapter Five,
was used to indirectly ingest the content into a dynamic hybrid representation.
The content knowledge incorporated into the integrated knowledge representation gave an edge
to the hybrid representation. This approach also eased the hybrid recommendation process, for
example, by not including generalisation but focusing instead on combining the two similar
knowledge representations – social and integrated – into a single hybrid.
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The recommendations of CH materials produced by the hybrid representation were of better
quality than those produced from the social knowledge representation. With the hybrid
representation, strong CH object recommendations could be made even for CH objects that had
a low number of user interactions since they could be reinforced by integrated knowledge. The
hybrid approach has the ability to improve the quality of CH recommendations, regardless of a
CH object’s level of social knowledge available.
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Chapter Seven: VISE: An Interface for Visual Search and Exploration of
Cultural Heritage Collections
7.1 Introduction
One of the research questions of this study is how a VSI can help CH users with no domain
knowledge to explore a large collection of CH materials for new information discovery. The
current chapter addresses this question by presenting VISE, an interface that enables a visual
search and exploration across a large collection of CH materials. VISE provides an interactive
visual summary of information relating to CH materials to address the challenges faced by
online users with no domain knowledge when exploring large CH collections.
Knowledge assembled from CH domain sources usually includes abstract terms that are not
familiar to CH users, especially to those that have no domain knowledge. Therefore, CH users
find it challenging to know which terms to use to explore CH collections for new discoveries.
For example, a CH user can have an idea of which query to perform but may not know the
specific terms to use. In this chapter, a visual summary of the whole CH collection as a tag
cloud is presented to the user to initiate the search process. A tag cloud is a visual presentation
of user-generated tags attached to CH objects’ contents to represent the prominence of the tags
depicted.
Chapter Two (see Section 2.1) established that a VSI is one solution that addresses the
challenges of exploring a large collection of CH objects. Thus, this chapter presents VISE. It
provides a diverse searching strategy, which is especially useful when users are unaware of the
full details of their tasks or do not have domain knowledge, allowing users to initiate their
search by selecting terms from an interactive visual interface. In contrast to alternative search
interfaces, VISE recommends terms that are specific to objects in digital CH collections and
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provides insights based on semantic and social relationships between CH objects and users, as
discussed in Chapter Five (see Section 5.2).
The current chapter also discusses the evaluation of the VSI satisfaction level of users after
using the interface, especially those with no domain knowledge. The work presented in this
chapter has been published in ACM’s Journal on Computing and Cultural Heritage (Usman &
Antonacopoulos, 2019).
7.2 Functional requirements of VISE
VISE has the following functional requirements:
I.

VISE should provide a visual summary of the entire collection of CH materials to
support the search and recommendation of CH objects for new discoveries. VISE uses
a tag cloud to present such a visual summary. Tag clouds on VISE should provide CH
users with the ability to interactively initiate their search to find relevant CH materials.

II.

The search result and CH recommendations presented on VISE should be in a faceted
classification. This will encourage CH users to refine their search results in the context
of the current user’s search status. For example, CH users can improve their search by
applying user-specific (e.g. geographical location) constraints to the search results.

III.

CH users with no domain knowledge should be able to explore VISE and make new
information discoveries.

7.3 Design and implementation of VISE
The creation of VISE involved two main stages: knowledge extraction and representation and
creation of the VSI. A large portion of the first design and implementation stage was discussed
in Chapters Four and Five. Therefore, this section highlights some of the key points relating to
the implementation of the VSI that were not discussed previously.
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7.3.1 Knowledge extraction and representation
It is important to note that before building VISE, the knowledge and information used (text and
images) were extracted from unstructured and noisy sources (see Section 4.4). As a large
portion of the information is encoded in natural language, Goerz and Scholz (2010) described
the need to extract knowledge from unstructured sources. Tools and techniques were outlined
to extract semantically meaningful insights from unstructured data. The dataset used to
demonstrate this study represents digital CH collections with information about CH objects and
users harvested from Europeana and Facebook (see Chapter Four).
From the webpages collected, important feature attributes and relevant information were
extracted for building VISE. The attributes extracted from those pages and their representations
were explicitly explained in Chapter Four. These knowledge representations provided a
convenient application for indexing and providing quality CH recommendations. An index
optimises the performance and, consequently, the speed of an IR system in finding relevant
information. The visual interface provided for the exploration of a CH collection generated
from these knowledge representations.
7.3.2 Visual search interface
The key purpose of the VSI was to provide an alternative to a keyword search that would
encourage users to search for CH information by exploration. To achieve this, an interactive
visual summary was created, which presented the whole CH collection in the form of a tag
cloud (Castella & Sutton, 2014).
The tag cloud is a visualisation technique that provides an interactive image display comprising
information from a designated set of collection documents. This allows important terms from
the collection to be presented in a visual schema that encourages search by exploration. The
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design and implementation of the VSI are composed of three pre-processing stages, as shown
in Figure 7.1.

CH
Objects

Syntactic Preprocessing

Semantic Preprocessing

Tag Cloud
Generation

Figure 7.1: VISE design processing stage

CH objects from webpages collected needed to be pre-processed before generating the tag
cloud. Tag clouds were created from the bag of terms generated from the content knowledge
extracted (see sub-Section 5.1.1.1). The syntactic and semantic pre-processing stages were
discussed in Chapters Four and Five, respectively. Briefly, syntactic pre-processing includes
tokenisation, stemming, and stop-word removal. It is important to note that in this case,
stemming was omitted because the stemming algorithms generate stemmed forms not included
in most electronic dictionaries, which can introduce a setback during the semantic preprocessing. Semantic pre-processing uses the CIDOC CRM ontology refined by DBpedia to
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group the terms that are similar in meaning and nature by assigning a single term, called a root,
to represent them. CIDOC-CRM provides definitions and a formal structure for depicting the
implicit and explicit ideas, as well as the connections used in the documentation of digital CH
objects. The root provides a short and broad description and records semantic relations between
CH objects.
Tag cloud generation uses the root processed from the semantic pre-processing stage to
generate a visual summary of the entire CH object collection as a tag cloud. The root refers to
the term representing a group of similar terms, for example, the terms ‘football’, ‘hockey’, and
‘tennis’ can have ‘sport’ as their root. After extracting and presenting the terms, the VISE User
Interface was built, providing two options for searching for CH objects: keyword search option
and visual search option, as shown in Figure 7.2.

Figure 7.2: VISE user interface
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From the interface, CH users can key-in or select the recommended terms from the tag cloud
to populate the search box, as illustrated in Figure 7.3. This provides an opportunity for CH
users, especially those with little or no domain knowledge, to explore a large collection of CH
materials.

Figure 7.3: Search box populated with the recommended term selected from the tag cloud

The CH objects returned from the search result are listed in relevance order on the VISE search
result area. The result displays the CH object’s name, description, and image, as shown in
Figure 7.4.
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Figure 7.4: Cultural heritage object from a search result on VISE

7.4 User satisfaction evaluation of the visual search interface
While in the IR community, the quality of algorithms that match users’ queries and the quality
of the indexing methods are paramount, one of the objectives of this study was to provide an
interactive VSI that would encourage the exploration of CH collections. Thus, the evaluation
presented in this chapter is that of the user satisfaction of the proposed VSI compared to a
system with no visualisation.
7.4.1 Participants
The user group for this experiment included 50 participants aged between 27 and 38 years; 24
were female, and 26 were male. Out of the participants, 19 had domain knowledge, while the
remaining 31 had little or none.
The evaluation was conducted through a USE questionnaire – Usefulness, Satisfaction, and
Ease of use (Lund, 2001). It should be noted that the evaluation was not carried out in a museum
but rather in a laboratory as it was not feasible to install VISE in a real museum setting. The
target application scenario is an online search of the CH objects; therefore, the location of the
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users was not a factor in the experiment. The evaluation was carried out in six laboratory
sessions within a three-month period. In the first two sessions, the participants were experts
(with domain knowledge background), while non-experts attended the remaining sessions.
7.4.2 Procedure
Two systems, VISE (denoted as a system with visualisation [SWV]) and a system with no
visual interface (SWNV), were provided to the participants to search for CH objects. Each
participant was instructed to explore a CH object collection for 30 minutes. No specific task
was given to the participants so as not to influence their overall satisfaction. After the
experiment, two questionnaires were handed to the participants to express their levels of
satisfaction with the two systems to test the following hypotheses:
H0: The mean user satisfaction level between the SWV and SWNV does not depend on the VSI.
H1: Such dependency does exist.
The participants completed the first questionnaire after using the SWV, and they completed the
second questionnaire after using the SWNV. In the questionnaires, participants could express
their satisfaction through a five-point Likert scale, from 1 – strongly disagree to 5 – strongly
agree. The users evaluated VISE along three dimensions (ease of use, satisfaction, and
usefulness), as suggested by Lund (2001); each dimension had a series of questions to answer.
Participants were briefed on how the two systems worked before using them. Figure 7.3
presents each participant’s satisfaction level in percentages.
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Figure 7.3: Participants’ satisfaction levels (%)
It can be observed in Figure 7.3 that there are no significant differences in satisfaction levels
between the two systems among the group of users that participated in the first two sessions of
the experiments (users with domain knowledge). The difference in satisfaction, however,
among the participants of the later sessions (non-expert users) is significant between the two
systems, as discussed next section.
7.4.3 Results and discussion
It is important to note that the data collected throughout the experiment are ordinal, and the
samples are independent. Therefore, a non-parametric test, a two-sample t-test, was performed
with a 95% confidence interval, and the result is shown in Figure 7.4
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Figure 7.4: Two-sample t-test result
From the results obtained, the p-value < 0.05, which proves that the participants’ satisfaction
levels depended on the visual interface, rejecting the null hypothesis. Overall, participants were
more satisfied with the proposed search interface, VISE, than with SWNV. More specifically,
in terms of the domain background knowledge, there was no significant difference observed in
satisfaction levels for participants with domain knowledge, while there was for those with no
domain knowledge, as shown in Figure 7.5. This is because users with domain knowledge know
the specific keyword to initiate a search because of their knowledge background, while users
with no domain knowledge do not know the keyword to use.

80
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20
10
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1

2
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SWNV

Figure 7.5: Satisfaction level based on domain background knowledge (1 – with domain
knowledge and 2 – without domain knowledge)
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7.5 Summary
The development of a VSI that can enable the exploration of a large collection of CH materials
for new discoveries is one of the objectives of this study. To achieve that objective, VISE was
developed. This chapter presented the functional requirements of VISE, which included the
provision of a visual summary of the whole collection. The techniques involved in designing
and developing VISE were also discussed. Finally, the user satisfaction evaluation of VISE was
discussed.
The evaluation of VISE revealed that users were more satisfied and attracted to explore CH
collections via VISE than via the SWNV. Users with little or no domain knowledge found it
easier to explore collections and find CH objects of interest while using VISE, in contrast to
the SWNV.
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Chapter Eight: User Evaluation
8.1 Introduction
The main goal of every RS is providing quality recommendations to users. Therefore, it is
important to involve users in evaluating the CH recommendations. For the work described in
this Thesis, three recommendation approaches were evaluated through user study:
•

Content – as discussed in Chapter Five (see Section 5.2.1)

•

Social – as discussed in Chapter Five (see Section 5.2.2)

•

Hybrid – as discussed in Chapter Six

In addition to recommendation quality, the recommendation novelty was also measured via the
user evaluation. Novel recommendations are CH recommendations that users are unaware of.
Data on demographics and user satisfaction levels were collected to further analyse the results
in full context and the performance of each recommendation approach.
The current chapter starts by discussing the evaluation design, including what parameters are
likely to be measured and how to measure them for quality CH recommendations. Then, the
user participation, such as the demographics and domain knowledge background of the users
who participated in the evaluation process, is discussed. The recommendation quality results
obtained from the experiments are later presented, leading to some unanticipated observations.
The last sections further discuss how these observations affect the performance and novelty of
each approach. Finally, the chapter’s summary and conclusion are provided.
8.2 Evaluation design
The main aim of the user evaluation for this study was to assess the three recommendation
approaches in terms of their novelty, serendipity, and recommendation quality. To achieve that
aim, it was important to consider some key issues: (i) an unbiased recommendation presentation
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for the users so as not to influence their feedback; (ii) an assessment of the recommendation
quality, serendipity, and novelty; and (iii) what type of data is more important to collect.
8.2.1 Presenting recommendations to the users
The CH recommendations were presented to the users through a web interface for evaluation;
the web interface presents CH recommendations from different approaches – content, social,
and hybrid. To avoid bias, the recommendation approaches used were not indicated on the
interface. The list of the top ten CH recommendations produced from these approaches was
presented to the users. The recommendations were presented randomly to hide the actual
recommendation order from the users and avoid giving an edge to the users that constantly
review recommendations according to their presentation order.
Users could evaluate as many CH recommendations as possible within the tasks given to them.
In order to avoid technically minded users from accessing information that could influence their
decisions and interactions with the CH objects presented, all of the required parameters and
recommendation orders were stored on the server side.
8.2.2 Capturing recommendation quality
To capture the CH recommendation quality, users were instructed to evaluate the quality of the
CH recommendations presented to them. To achieve that, users interacted with the first set of
CH recommendations presented to them and expressed their opinions of the CH object. This
answered the question, ‘Given these CH objects, how good are these CH recommendations?’
The users’ opinions were expressed by rating the recommendations on a scale of one star to
five stars.
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8.2.3 Capturing novelty
To capture the recommendation novelty, it was important to identify which CH
recommendations presented were known by the users and which were not known. This was
achieved by asking users the following questions:
1. Do you know the CH object’s author (origin) or name and geographic location?
2. Do you know the CH object’s author or object’s name but not the geographic location?
3. Do you not know either the CH object’s name or location?
The knowledge gathered from these questions further revealed the proportion of novel CH
recommendations that each approach produced.
8.2.4 Demographic questionnaire
Different groups of users are likely to have different CH recommendation perceptions. To
understand that and to have knowledge of the users that participated in the study, each user was
issued a demographic questionnaire to complete at the beginning of the evaluation process. The
questions presented in the questionnaire are shown in Table 8.1.
Table 8.1: User demographic questionnaire
Question
Gender

Input Type
Single Selection

Age Group

Single Selection

Cultural Heritage
Knowledge Background

Single Selection
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Options
Female
Male
18–25
26–35
36–45
46–55
56 and above
None – no particular
knowledge in CH-related
topics
Basic – learned at school,
read from web or magazine
Advanced – often visit
museums, work with CH
materials

How often did you visit
museums and art galleries
from a web interface?

Single selection

Type of CH interests

Multiple selections

Professional – librarian,
archaeologist, etc.
Very often
Once in a week
Once in a month
Never
Tangible Culture, e.g.
artworks, paintings
Intangible Culture, e.g. artist
expression
Natural Heritage, e.g.
geological elements
None

8.3 User participation
The study had 148 participants. Most participants were post-graduate students at the University
of Salford in the United Kingdom and ATB University in Nigeria. Some of the participants
were users of Europeana’s Facebook page. The proposed system was deployed online for 30
days, and the weblink was distributed to participants through emails and social media. The
participants

evaluated

approximately

2,359

CH

recommendations;

36%

of

the

recommendations came from initial recommendations presented to the users at the start of the
experiment, while the remaining recommendations came from the users’ queries. A
demographic questionnaire was provided to the participants at the beginning of the study. The
demographic questionnaire (see Table 8.1) captures the demographic and domain knowledge
background information of the participants to show the participants’ diversity.
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5

0
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36-45

Age
Range

46-55
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18-25

25-35

36-45

Age
Range

46-55

(b) Activity

(a) Users
Figure 8.2: Users’ gender by age range

The demographic data captured were collated and evaluated. Figure 8.2 shows the gender and
age ranges of the users who participated in the experiment. From the results obtained, 65% of
the participants were male, and 35% were female. The majority of participants were between
18 and 25 years, followed by the age group of 26 to 35. Figure 8.2b shows users’ engagement
(activity) in the study. The results show that the 18 to 35 age range engaged with more activities
than other age ranges during the study, and male participants between 26 and 35 years engaged
more in the study when compared with other user groups.
Another important piece of data obtained was the users’ domain knowledge backgrounds.
Figure 8.3 presents the users’ background knowledge and engagement. From the results, it
seems there is not much correlation between users’ CH knowledge backgrounds and their
engagement in the study. Also, approximately 78% of the participants had a minimum of a
basic knowledge background; for example, they had either learned from school or read from
books and on the web.
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Cultural Heritage Knowledge Background

(a) Users
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Figure 8.3: Cultural heritage knowledge background
The information obtained on how often users explored CH objects through a web interface
provided insight into users’ activeness. From Figure 8.4, it is observed that around 93% of the
users had explored CH materials through a web interface at least once. Unlike domain
knowledge background, there was a correlation between users and activity in terms of exploring
CH materials through a web interface. This is due to the majority of the activity in the study
coming from users that either explored CH materials very often or at least once a week.
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35
30

% of Activity

% of Users

25
20
15
10
5
0
Very Often Once a week

Once a
month

Never

50
45
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0
Very Often Once a week

No. of CH visits from web
interface
(b) Users

Once a
month

Never

No. of CH visits from web
(a) Activity
interface

Figure 8.4: Visiting periods of cultural heritage materials from a web interface
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Users might be interested in three types of CH materials: tangible culture, intangible culture,
and natural heritage. Tangible culture comprises physical CH objects, such as artwork, clothing,
books, and other artefacts that are preserved for the future. Intangible culture includes nonphysical CH objects that are often maintained by different societies during a specific period of
history, for example, aesthetic and spiritual beliefs and social values. Natural heritage includes
the natural environment that attracts tourists, for example, cultural landscapes.
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
Tangible culture

Intangible culture

Natural Heritage

None

Figure 8.5: Users’ interests on types of cultural heritage
Participants provided the information on CH objects in which they were interested. This
information was used to trigger the initial CH recommendations presented to the users during
the study. The users’ interests are illustrated in Figure 8.5. The figure clearly shows that
approximately 52% of the users were interested in tangible culture; these objects occupy a large
portion of the dataset.
8.4 User score and association score comparison results
The information gathered from the users during the user study provided the opportunity to
investigate the prediction of CH recommendations when compared with the results obtained in
Chapter Six (see Sections 6.4.1 and 6.4.2).
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To compare the association score – the proportion of CH users who agreed that there was an
association between two or more CH objects (see Equation [3.1] in Sub-section 3.4.1.1) – with
the user score, the mean average score (MAS) of each query presented was calculated as
|Ls(p) =

3
3 N
∑
∑
&('10(}, C$ )
|P| Q∈P N $O3

,

(8.1)

where p is a set of an individual CH object queries; an instance } ∈ p is a query evaluated by
a single CH user. The number of CH recommendations is ~; for this study, this was fixed at
ten. The 3th CH recommendation for } is C$ , and the individual CH user score is &('10(}, C$ ).
The results obtained from the experiment are presented in Figure 8.6. The results show the
average MAS score across all queries. The bars in Figure 8.6 represent the MAS of the hybrid,
social, and content approaches. The first group of bars indicates the MAS for users, the score
provided by CH users, while second group of bars indicates the `association score (see Equation
[5.17]). Throughout the evaluation, the proposed hybrid approach outperformed the other
approaches, followed by the social representation approach.
Hybrid

Social

Content

0.7
0.6

Average MAS

0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0

Association Score

User Score

Figure 8.6: User and Association scores comparison
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The results generated for the user score also followed the same recommendation quality pattern
for each approach. In this case, it was the interpretation of the result values that was important,
not the exact values generated. Also, the user score indicated that the hybrid approach
performed better when compared with the social and content approaches.
In order to have further insight into how the scores correlated, the MAS for each individual
query’s user score was calculated for all approaches, as shown in Figure 8.7. The red line
indicates the best fit across all the queries. From the result, it can be observed that the
association score values range between 0 and 1, while the user score values are between 0.25
and 0.80. This indicates that it is likely that the user scores are more moderate than the
association scores; hence, user scores would not produce extremely bad or good CH
recommendations.

1.0

AssociationScore

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0.0
0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

UserScore

Figure 8.7: User score and association score comparison
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8.5 Recommendation quality results
From the previous sections, it is observed that the association scores strongly correlate with the
measured values provided by users during the user study experiments. This section examines a
detailed analysis of the user opinions obtained during the user study regarding the performance
of each recommendation approach.
To evaluate the recommendation quality of each recommendation approach, the average MAS
across all queries were calculated, and the results are presented in Figure 8.8. The users
evaluated an average of 380 queries during the experiments. In Figure 8.8, the blue, red, and
green lines show the quality of CH recommendations achieved by the hybrid, social, and
content knowledge representation approaches, respectively.

Figure 8.8: Recommendation quality for cultural heritage objects
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It can be observed that the hybrid approach also outperformed the content and social knowledge
representation approaches in terms of recommendation quality. However, the recommendation
quality was not much different between the hybrid and social representation approaches.
8.6 Recommendation novelty results
The recommendation novelty is the ability to recommend unknown CH objects to users.
Novelty is measured as the rate at which unknown but exciting CH recommendations are
produced for users from known queries. The novelty results of each CH recommendation over
five recommendations is presented in Figure 8.9.

Figure 8.9: Cultural heritage recommendation novelty

Unlike the results obtained for recommendation quality, the social knowledge representation
approach provided better recommendation novelty than the hybrid and content approaches. For
example, 55% of the five CH recommendations made via the social representation approach
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were novel. This is because the social knowledge representation does not have a single content
knowledge in the representation.
8.7 Summary
A user study was conducted to evaluate the quality and novelty of the CH recommendations
made from the content, social, and hybrid approaches. During the study, users were first
presented with a questionnaire to complete to provide their demographic information and
knowledge background. Later, each participant was presented with queries; each query had at
least five CH recommendations made from each approach to be evaluated.
A significant amount of participation was achieved during the four weeks of the evaluation
period. Around 150 users participated and evaluated over a thousand queries. The data obtained
from the questionnaire show that the participation was spread across users’ genders, ages, and
CH objects of interest.
The results obtained from the user study show that the hybrid representation produced a better
quality of CH recommendations when compared with the content and social knowledge
representations in isolation. Even though the social representation did not provide a higherlevel recommendation quality than the hybrid representation, it outperformed the hybrid
representation in recommending novel CH objects because it produced CH recommendations
with only social knowledge, without introducing content knowledge.
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Chapter Nine: Conclusions and Future Work
9.1 Introduction
The work presented in this Thesis revisits the research questions raised in the introductory
chapter: (i) How can a hybrid approach address the challenges of CH recommendations, such
as cold-start, out of context recommendations, and bad recommendations? (ii) How can a VSI
help CH users with no domain knowledge to explore large CH collections for new discoveries?
Research objectives were set to address these questions (see Section 1.2).
This concluding chapter discusses the summary of the main findings from the research
objectives and the potential for future work.
9.2 Findings and contributions
In this section, the emrging findings and contributions from the set research objectives are
discussed.
9.2.1 Findings
To discuss the findings and achievements made from this research, it is important to revisit the
initial research objectives provided in Section 1.2.
I. Bridge the knowledge gap in the knowledge representations assembled from the
available domain knowledge sources
The integration of content and social knowledge representations to bridge the semantic and
social knowledge gaps and address the cold-start problem is one objective achieved by this
study. As discussed in the previous chapters, it was discovered that most hybrid approaches
cluster content and social knowledge to integrate the knowledge representations, but this
study’s approach provided a concept that allowed the social knowledge representation to learn
directly from the content knowledge representation. This established correlations between CH
objects’ contents and their corresponding social knowledge, user interactions, and social
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tagging and, thus, bridged the semantic and social knowledge gap in the knowledge
representations for CH recommendations. The hybrid approach presented in this work also
contributed to the discovery rate of cold-start CH objects, recommending CH objects that
lacked user interactions. This work has been submitted for publication in the IEEE Access
Journal.
II. Develop a dynamic hybrid approach and a visual search interface
The dynamic hybrid approach is an extension of integrated knowledge representations; it
dynamically combines content and social knowledge representations to address CH
recommendation challenges. In this case, weights were assigned to both content and social
representations so that the influence of each knowledge representation varied, depending on
the current user search status. This approach also has the ability to learn indirectly from the
content knowledge representation for better CH material recommendations.
Also discussed in this thesis, VISE provides a visual summary of information relating to the
CH domain to help online users with no domain knowledge to explore large CH collections for
new information discovery. User satisfaction evaluations were conducted, and it was revealed
that CH users were more satisfied with VISE when compared with the non-VSI. This work has
been published in ACM’s Journal of Computing and Cultural Heritage (Usman &
Antonacopoulos, 2019).
III. Build a custom dataset for cultural heritage recommendations
As clearly stated in the literature review, producing quality CH recommendations requires
strong knowledge representations rich in the knowledge required to generate the
recommendations. However, the available public datasets lack the required content and social
knowledge, such as user interactions and social tagging, to generate CH recommendations.
Thus, a custom CH dataset that includes all of the required knowledge for CH recommendations
needed to be built.
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To achieve this objective, the work presented in this thesis built a custom dataset for CH
recommendations and a VSI from different domain knowledge sources, Europeana webpages
and Facebook. The custom dataset consists of approximately 700,000 CH objects and their
corresponding social knowledge, for example, user-interaction and social tagging, as provided
by online users. The custom dataset was compared with one of the available public datasets,
Europeana; the custom dataset was richer than Europeana’s in terms of social knowledge
distribution.
9.2.2

Contributions

The major contribution derived from this work is the integration of content and social
knowledge representations to bridge the knowledge gap and provide quality CH
recommendations. This approach addresses the issues of the cold-start problem, out of context
recommendations, and similar objects but bad recommendations. A dynamic hybrid approach,
a further dynamic combination of integrated and social knowledge representations assembled
from the available domain knowledge sources, is another contribution derived from this work.
Another contribution derived from this work is the design and development of an interface for
the VIsual Search and Exploration (VISE) of CH collections to enable users with little or no
domain knowledge to quickly discover new CH materials from extensive CH collections. This
contribution has been published in the Association for Computing Machinery’s (ACM) Journal
Of Computing and Cultural Heritage (Usman & Antonacopoulos, 2019).
The harvest of a custom CH dataset from the available domain knowledge sources is another
contribution derived from this work. The current available open datasets of CH materials, for
example, Europeana datasets, do not have all of the data required for recommendation
techniques to make CH recommendations.
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9.3 Conclusion and Future work
This study focused on addressing the research questions raised in Chapter One (see Section
1.2). The questions were answered by achieving the research objectives. During this study, the
challenges of CH recommendations, such as the cold-start problem, out of context
recommendations, and bad recommendations, were discovered and addressed.
The major contributions this research included building a knowledge gap bridge between the
content and social knowledge representations to improve CH recommendations and developing
a VSI to help users with no domain knowledge to search large CH collections for new
information discoveries. The limitations of knowledge representations and user profiles
assembled from various domain sources were also identified. Some of these challenges were
addressed in this thesis; other challenges could be addressed in future work:
•

Considering other knowledge sources, such as multimedia, to solve the sparsity problem

•

Incorporating context-aware knowledge (e.g. time or location) into a CH RS using deep
learning and recurrent neural networks

•

Developing a personalised VSI
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This paper presents VISE, an interface that enables VIsual Search and Exploration across collections of approximately 836,000
museum objects extracted from the websites of the National Museums Scotland and the Rijksmuseum in the Netherlands. VISE
provides an interactive visual summary of information relating to the museum to address the online users with no domain
knowledge challenges of exploring large museum collection. User satisfaction evaluation was conducted to measure the user
satisfaction level for using VISE as the interface for search and exploration of information from large museum collection
when compared to non-visual search interface. The evaluation of the visual interface revealed that users are more satisfied
and attracted to explore museum objects via VISE than via the system with no visual search interface. Users with little or no
domain knowledge find it easier to explore collections and find objects of interest while using VISE in contrast to the system
with no visual interface.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Exploration of large collections of Digital Cultural Heritage (DCH) objects contained in museum collections
presents significant challenges. Information about hundreds of millions of objects from museum collections
is available online leading to information overload. Users, especially those with no domain knowledge, find it
difficult to explore collections and find objects of interest [Villa et al. 2013].
Locating DCH objects of interest and finding information about them typically involves keyword search where
users enter search terms and are presented with ranked lists of relevant objects. Keyword search is efficient if
users have reasonable domain knowledge [Clough et al. 2017], but many online museum visitors generally access
the internet nowadays either for research or leisure [Walsh et al. 2018] without specific domain knowledge. VISE,
an interface for VIsual Search and Exploration of museum objects, has been developed to address the challenges
that the online users face when exploring museum objects for new discoveries.
VISE provides a diverse searching strategy, which is especially useful when users are unaware of the full details
of their tasks or do not have domain knowledge. This allows users to initiate their search by selecting terms from
an interactive visual interface. In contrast to a keyword search interface, VISE suggests terms that are specific
to museum digital objects and it provides insights based on semantic relationships between museum objects.
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The provision of a visual search interface that encourages exploration of about 836,000 museum objects and the
extraction of museum objects'important feature attributes from the web pages of the National Museums Scotland
and the Rijksmuseum in The Netherlands, are the major contributions of this presented work.
The evaluation of user satisfaction of VISE is presented and discussed. The goal is to determine whether the
visual search interface provides higher user satisfaction levels compared to a search interface without visualisation.
VISE combines an interactive visual summary of museum collections with information visualisation via interactive
surface as described by Keim [Keim 2002].

2

RELATED WORK

Visual perception and its capabilities in providing an interactive visual summary of a whole domain are the key
factors in information visualisation. In fact, a large proportion of human senses is occupied by visual perception
[Nørretranders 1991]. Therefore, it is important to consider human visual perception when building a visual
search interface for the exploration of large datasets of objects from museum collections. Furthermore, a visual
search system as an alternative to keyword search, demands an interface that will encourage search by exploration
as presented by Wilson et al [Wilson et al. 2010].
Even though systems like CULTURA [Hampson et al. 2012], SCRABS [Amato et al. 2017], and Europeana
[Petras et al. 2017] made DCH resources available to experts and to the wider public to explore, users still struggle
to make new discoveries as a result of the absence of recommendations and/or of an interactive visual summary
of the digital collections on these platforms [Amato et al. 2018].
Interactive visual exploratory search interfaces in the context of museum collections revolved mainly around a
summary of a collection of museum objects and allowing users to initiate their search from the interface. Similar
interface for browsing museum image collections on multi-touch display is presented by [Ciocca et al. 2012].
Google Art represents museum image collections in high resolution from highly recognised Museums around
the globe. ArtVis [Dumas et al. 2014] is another visual interface that combines visualisation and analysis of
artwork collections. But all those visual interfaces do not provide users with a dynamic approach that could
initiate exploratory search from the interface. Wang et al [Wang et al. 2008] describe a semantically enriched
museum collections recommender system. However, it does not provide an interactive dynamic visual interface
that allows users to initiate their search.
In terms of representation, the information in VISE is structured in a similar way to the work of McCallum and
Nigam [McCallum et al. 2000].

3

DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF VISE

The creation of VISE involved two main stages: (a) Knowledge Extraction and Representation, and (b) Creation of
the Visual Search Interface.

3.1

Knowledge Extraction and Representation

It is important to note that before building VISE, the knowledge and information used (text and images) used
were extracted from unstructured and noisy sources. As a large portion of information is encoded in natural
language, Goerz et al [Goerz and Scholz 2010] described the need to extract knowledge from unstructured sources.
Tools and techniques were outlined to extract semantically meaningful insights from unstructured data.
The dataset used to demonstrate this research represents museum collections with information about objects
harvested from about 300,000 web pages from the websites of the National Museums Scotland (NMS) and the
Rijksmuseum in the Netherlands. Each web page presents knowledge on two or more museum objects, resulting
in a total of about 836,000 museum objects in the dataset.
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Generally, web pages are cluttered with less informative materials that are not related to the main content,
making it very difficult to locate important information. According to Falk and Dierking [Falk and Dierking
2016], museum users are mainly interested in Age, Author, Origin or Geographical location, and Image of the
museum object while exploring collections. These key feature attributes of the museum object are located within
web page content collected from the NMS and the Rijksmuseum.
From the web pages collected, important feature attributes and relevant information were extracted for building
VISE. The attributes extracted from those pages and their representation are shown in Figure 1. This representation
provided a convenient application for indexing. An index optimises the performance and consequently the speed
of an Information Retrieval (IR) system in finding relevant information. The visual interface provided for the
exploration of museum collection was generated from these feature attributes.

Fig. 1. Museum object attributes extraction and representation
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Visual search Interface

Main objective of this research was to provide an alternative to keyword search that will encourage users to
search museum collections by exploration. To achieve that, an interactive visual summary was created which
presents the whole museum collections in the form of a Tag Cloud [Castella and Sutton 2014].
The Tag Cloud is one of the visualisation techniques that provides an interactive image display comprising
information from the designated set of collection documents. This allows the important terms from the collections
to be presented in visual schema that encourages search by exploration. The design and implementation of VISE
is composed of three pre-processing stages as shown in Figure 2.

Fig. 2. VISE design processing stage

Museum objects from web pages collected need to be pre-processed before generating the tag cloud:
1. Syntactic Pre-Processing includes tokenisation and stop-word removal. It is important to note that stemming is omitted at this pre-processing stage because the stemming algorithms generate stemmed forms not
included in most electronic dictionaries, and this can introduce a setback during semantic pre-processing.
2. Semantic Pre-Processing, using the CIDOC Conceptual Reference Model (CRM) ontology refined by
DBpedia to group the terms that are similar in meaning and nature by assigning a single term called root to
represent them. CIDOC-CRM provides definitions and a formal structure for depicting the implicit and explicit
ideas as well as the connections used in documentation of DCH. The root provides a short and broad description,
and records semantic relations between those museum objects.
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2. Tag Cloud Generation uses the root processed from semantic pre-processing stage to generate a visual
summary of the whole museum collections as tag cloud. We use term frequency-inverse document frequency (tf-idf)
to determine which term will be presented on the tag cloud in order to avoid bias.
After the extraction of the terms, we built the VISE User Interface providing two options for searching for
museum objects: keyword search option and visual search option. The users can initiate their search by selecting
terms from the visualisation as shown in figure 3.

Fig. 3. VISE user interface

4

USER SATISFACTION EVALUATION

While, in the IR community the quality of algorithms that match usersâĂŹ queries and the quality of the indexing
methods are paramount, the main aim of this research was to provide an interactive visual search interface that
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will encourage the exploration of museum collections. Thus, the evaluation presented in this paper is that of user
satisfaction of the proposed visual search interface compared to a system with no visualisation.

4.1

Participants

Our user group include (50) participants aged between 27 and 38 years. Twenty-four (24) were female and
twenty-six (26) were male. Out of the participants, 38% of them had domain knowledge while the remaining 62%
had little or none.
The data collection was done through a USE questionnaire [Lund 2001]. It should be noted that the evaluation
was not carried out in a museum but rather in a laboratory as it was out of our control to install VISE in real
museum setting. In fact, the target application scenario is online search of the objects, therefore the location
of the users should not be factor in the experiment. The evaluation was carried out in six laboratory sessions
within a three-month period. In the first two sessions, the participants were experts (with domain knowledge
background) while the remaining sessions were attended by non-experts.

Fig. 4. Participants satisfaction level in percentage

4.2

Procedure

Two systems, VISE (denoted as System With Visualisation (SWV)) and a System With No Visual interface (denoted
as SWNV), were provided to the participants to search for museum objects. Each participant was instructed
to explore the museumsâĂŹ collections dataset extracted from NMS and Rijksmuseum for a period of thirty
minutes. No specific task was given to the participants in order not to influence their overall satisfaction. After
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Fig. 5. 2-sample t-Test result

the experiment, two different questionnaires (see below) were handed to the participants to express their level of
satisfaction about the two systems in order to test the following hypotheses:
H0: The mean user satisfaction level between SWV and SWNV does not depend on visual search interface.
H1: Such dependency does exist.
The first questionnaire was completed by the participants after using the VISE (SWV) while the second
questionnaire was completed after using the system without visual interface (SWNV). In the questionnaires,
participants could express their satisfaction through a 5-point Likert scale, from 1 —strongly disagree to 5
—strongly agree. The users evaluated VISE along three dimensions (Ease of use, satisfaction, and usefulness) as in
Lund [Lund 2001], each dimension has a series of questions to answer. Participants were briefed on how the two
systems work before using the systems. Figure 4 presents each participant's satisfaction level in percentage.
It can be observed in Figure 4, that there are no significant differences in satisfaction level between the two
systems among the group of users that participated in the first two sessions of the experiments (users with domain
knowledge). The difference in satisfaction, however, among the participants of the later sessions (non-expert
users) is significant between the two systems, as will be discussed next.

4.3

Result and Discussion

It is important to note that the data collected throughout the experiment are ordinal and the samples are also
independent. Therefore, a non-parametric test, a 2-sample t-test is performed with 95% Confidence Interval (CI)
and the result is shown in Figure 5
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Fig. 6. Satisfaction level based on domain Background knowledge (1 âĂŞ with domain Knowledge and 2 âĂŞ without domain
Knowledge).

From the result obtained, p-value < 0.05, which proves that the participants'satisfaction level depends on the
visual interface. Thus, rejecting the null hypothesis. Overall, participants are more satisfied with the proposed
system, VISE than with SWNV.
More specifically, in terms of the domain background knowledge, there is no significant difference observed in
satisfaction level for participants with domain knowledge, while there is for those with no domain knowledge,
as shown in Figure 6. It is important to note that the data collected throughout the experiment are ordinal and
the samples are also independent. Therefore, a non-parametric test, a 2-sample t-test is performed with 95%
Confidence Interval (CI) and the result is shown in Figure 5

5

FUTURE WORK

The idea of proposing and creating an interactive visual summary of about 836,000 museum objects is to address
and overcome the information overload in the domain of digital cultural heritage âĂŞ museum collections. The
users can interactively select terms from the visual interface to initiate their search and make new discoveries.
VISE currently presents the visual summary of museum collections from a static combination of knowledge
representations that is assembled from the NMS and the Rijksmuseum webpages. In the future, we plan to present
VISE based on a dynamic combination of knowledge representations from any available knowledge sources,
for example from usersâĂŹ social interactions via social networks such as Twitter and Facebook, so that the
influence of each representation will vary according to the current user and search characteristics. Also, ongoing
research work is planned to incorporate the visual appearance feature of the museum objects into the dataset in
order to present personalised recommendations through the visual interface.
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The evaluation presented in this paper was performed in a laboratory setting but in the near future, we
are planning to perform a further online experiment in a museum setting that will give access to real-time
users'interactions from which to further refine the underlying knowledge representation.
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